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EDITORIAL
DG Message

From the Chief Editor

A need was being felt to have a veritable Maritime
News Magazine which has predominantly local news
and connects various Maritime sectors in Pakistan.
Hopefully Maritime Watch - Pakistan will raise prominent issues and be a medium of connectivity.

Maritime sector is an important component of national
economy. For Pakistan, it is even more critical as over
90% trade by volume is transported through sea. Moreover various components of this sector e.g. ports and
harbours, mercantile marine, marine resources both
living and non-living, maritime tourism, energy production, preservation of marine environment, �isheries and
aquaculture, etc. also possess huge potential to contribute towards national growth and peoples wellbeing.
Fisheries sector particular can contribute signi�icantly
for export earnings of the country provided it is given
due focus. It is unfortunate that there has been a general lack of awareness about the maritime affairs in country both at government as well as masses level. In short
ours is a typical case of sea blindness whereby we are
ignoring the enormous potential that the maritime
sector provides us.

Maritime Watch will focus on news articles about
every aspect of the industry, including ports and
harbours, ship breaking, �isheries, Maritime tourism,
Maritime technology, training, capacity building, and
uplifting of local communities etc. The digest will also
publish maritime sector wise news and symposia
reports on International maritime news. Maritime
Watch will also feature prominent contributors to the
sector, the �irst of its series is an exclusive interview
with Federal Minister for Maritime Affairs, Ali Haider
Zaidi.

The editorial policy of MW-P will be guided by the
highest standards of quality and integrity and professional responsibility that will constitute the MW-P’s
scholarly and ethical culture. In the best interests of
the maritime community, Maritime Watch will be
freely accessible via the Internet for immediate worldwide, open access to the full text of articles.
Maritime Watch will be initially published monthly
with contributions from Maritime Subject Matter
Experts (SMEs), academia and industry. The foundation of this would not have been possible without the
hard work of NIMA teams at Karachi and Islamabad. I
would also like to congratulate the Editorial Staff and
contributors to this edition in our quest for a thriving
Maritime Sector in Pakistan. I look forward to the
continuous inputs and suggestions from the readers.
Happy Reading!
V/ADM (R) Khawar Ali Shah
DG NIMA

In this regard an endeavour has been made by National
Institute for Maritime Affairs (NIMA) in the form of
launching Maritime Watch to highlight and disseminate
the news and articles related to maritime affairs of the
country. The aim is basically to enhance awareness at
all levels and keep government agencies and other
stakeholders not only abreast with the happenings in
the maritime arena but also provide a deep insight on
various relevant issues in order to enable them assess
the situation and make appropriate policies and strategies at their respective levels. This would help us in
boosting the unexplored potentials of the neglected
maritime sector and would provide the intellectuals
and stakeholders an opportunity to share and highlight
their thoughts as well as important news from various
corners of the maritime sector.
Mark Twain said “you can’t depend on eyes when your
imagination is out of focus”. Here we really aim to put
our focus right so that we can see through the bounties
that the ocean provides us. While acknowledging guidance rendered to us by DG NIMA, I would like to convey
my appreciation and felicitation to my team for working hard to bring out this inaugural issue of the Maritime Watch and hope that it will provide best avenue
for highlighting news, opinions articles and suggestion
for overall improvement of Maritime sector and the
Blue Economy.
Cdre (R) Ali Abbas
Dir NCMPR
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CPEC Center of Excellence visits National
Center of Maritime Policy Research (NIMA) to
work together for promotion of coastal tourism
July 18, Center of Excellence CPEC with their

�ive-member delegation visited National Institute
Maritime Affairs (NIMA). The meeting was held
between the delegation and Director General
Vice Admiral (Retd) Syed Khawar Ali Shah HI (M),
to discuss the modalities of joint work on applied
research model of maritime tourism, the meeting
was also attended by of�icers of National Center
for Maritime Policy Research, constituent unit of
National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA)
through live video conferencing link.

CPEC center of excellence has been established
by the Government of Pakistan for Policy-based
research guidance to the Federal and Provincial
governments and to enable ef�icient coordinated
implementation, with maximum bene�its to both
economies and society at large.
In this perspective, the two think tanks have
agreed to jointly pursue and develop a prototype
venture to explore possibilities of it being a commercially viable projects in Maritime domain.
(Credits, NIMA-ISB)
Identi�ication of New Tourism Sites

20 July, Team National Center for Maritime Policy
Research (NCMPR) embarked on a day visit to

identify recreational spots on the outskirts of
Karachi. The visit was aimed to assess �irst-hand
knowledge about the potential of such sites for
water sports to promote coastal tourism activities. The Team was accompanied by Karachi
based water sports operators who provided their
input on dif�iculties faced on the promotion of
coastal tourism and water sports activities. M.
Akhtar the desk in charge on coastal tourism did
the required mapping of the site for developing
the national report on the subject.
The sites visited were, Manjhar Beach, Sunhera
Beach, Mubarak Village, and Abdul Rehman Goth.
Team NCMPR also interacted with locals to get a
better understanding for the furtherance of
coastal tourism. (Credits, NIMA-KHI)
Darul-ul-Khair Institute: An Initiative To
Make Sur�ing Mainstream

July 26, Mr. Hashim Ahmad is a resident at Abdul
Rehman Goth near Hawksbay Karachi and a
passionate surfer. During the visit of
Dar-ul-Khair, which is an initiative of Mr. Ahmad,
team NCMPR came to know that he is originally
from USA California, who had converted to Islam
and had settled in Pakistan since 1985. The team,
was briefed by Mr. Hashim Ahmad about his surfing school initiative which stands for “A Healthy
Lifestyle” and has ample sur�ing equipment along
with a swimming pool used for training the
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beginners.

Mr. Ahmad briefed NCMPR team on his vision for
mainstreaming and promoting sur�ing in Pakistan due to its immense potential and positive
effects and bene�its of this initiative which will
include a positive recreational alternative for our
youth against the evils of drug, alcohol, pornography, digital addiction, and crimes, etc with a great
therapeutic effect on mental health issues such as
depression, stress, and anxiety.
It will also provide youth an exciting environment where learning a positive lifestyle is fun,
besides creating job opportunities for local
villagers. Sur�ing is also a wonderful therapy for
depression and stress-related disorders.
He emphasized that the availability of a fairly
large coastline in Pakistan is a blessing with
unlimited potential bene�its e.g. Abundant biodiversity, an avenue for green energy production
and recreation tourism.
He further highlighted the fact that unfortunately
most of these bene�its are dormant, untapped,
waiting to be discovered and used for the wellbeing Mr. Hashim believes that sur�ing would help
Pakistan to project a positive and progressive
image of Pakistan. (Credits, NIMA-KHI)
ICTSI Pakistan Launches Rail Service

August 1, Pakistan International Container
Terminal (PICT), a subsidiary of the global terminal operator, Manila-based International Container Terminal Services, Inc. (ICTSI), has
launched a dedicated rail cargo service connect-

ing the cities of Karachi and Lahore, in cooperation with the state-owned Pakistan Railways.
PICT is the only terminal in the leading Pakistan
port to have its intermodal rail facility, giving it a
signi�icant potential competitive edge over its
rivals.
The aim, says ICTSI, is to move goods faster and
at a signi�icantly lower cost to upcountry markets, targeting agriculture, textile, fertilizer,
sports goods, electronics and FMCG products in
particular. Khurram Khan, PICT chief executive
of�icer, says, “This rail service provides us with
more ef�iciency and �lexibility. As an alternative
to road, rail transport reduces the cost of doing
business for clients and at the same time helps
alleviate congestion on the city roads.”

Present at the launch of rail service were Pakistan Railways Federal Minister, Shaikh Rasheed
Ahmad, and of�icials of Karachi Port Trust and
Pakistan Customs. Together they witnessed the
�irst freight train leaving PICT to transfer containers to Lahore. (Credits: The Maritime Standard)
An Overview of Sea-Food Export in First Half
Of 2019

August 3, The country's seafood export reduced
to $438.021 million in the �iscal year 2018-19,
falling short by $12.286 million or 3 percent as
compared to the seafood export of $451.021
million for thr �iscal years 2017-18. In terms of
volume, Pakistan's seafood export declined to
195,523 metric tons in July-June 2018-19 from
196,927 metric tons in July-June 2017-18, showing a fall of one percent or 1404 metric tons. In
June 2019, Pakistan exported $32.168 million of
seafood, which is higher by 19 percent or $5.125
million from $27.043 million in June 2018.
Seafood export quantity also grew by 19 percent
or 2392 metric tons to 15,213 metric tons in June
2019 from 12,821 metric tons in June 2018, Pakistan Bureau of Statistics said. (Credits: Business
Recorder)
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Fishermen Return to the Sea after Monsoon
August 4, The new
�ishing season in
Pakistan has started
with effect from 1st
August 2019 and the
recent offseason ban
imposed by the government of Sindh in this
regard has been lifted. All the �ishermen community is excited for upcoming Bumper Catch
Season as the local community terms it which is
likely to give good yields to the �ishermen. About
1200 boats in Karachi and Ibrahim Hyderi Fish
Harbours have been made operational in all
respects to go for the Bumper Catch Season.

The �isherman community look forward to the
government to develop the �isheries sector on the
modern technological and environment trends.
In the same month, the much enthusiastic �ishing
community celebrated 14th August Pakistan’s
Independence Day with zeal and fervor under the
overall auspices of the Native Island Fishermen
Association (NIFA). Various rallies, small and big
�ishing boat races and other events were
conducted by the community to express their joy
and solidarity for the country. A large number of
�isher folks directed by Chairman Fishermen
Cooperative Society (FCS) Abdul Berr under the
leadership of Director FCS, Asif Bhatti organized
boat rally at Karachi Harbour. They hoisted the
national �lags and chanted slogans in the sea. The
participants reiterated the resolve to defend the
motherland and expressed love for Kashmiri
brethren. (Credits: Fisheries Desk NCMPR)
The Decline in Population of Marine Turtles

August 5, The population of endangered freshwater and marine turtles is declining due to habitat
degradation caused by climate change, said
World Wildlife Fund (WWF) Manager Conservation Humaira Ayesha.
The freshwater turtles, tortoises, marine turtles

(hatchlings of green sea turtle) were also the
victims of poaching and illegal wildlife trade.
Among other reptile’s venomous or non-venomous snakes, geckos, lizards are also listed among
the endangered species. The freshwater turtles of
Pakistan are facing numerous threats and the
illegal trade is of prime consideration. Pakistan
has been recognized as a major source and a transit country for illegal consignments of live wild
animals, their parts and derivatives particularly
freshwater turtles. The notable threats to the
turtles include habitat degradation and incidental by-catch in the �ishing gears.

The scale of illegal
trade can be evident
from the fact that
only during 2015,
�ive
consignments
carrying 1345 live
freshwater
turtles
and 1.9 tons of their
body parts including
dried meat and bones were seized by the
concerned departments, bound to different East
Asian countries, she informed APP. Additionally,
the deliberate killing of turtles by the local �ishers
who consider them a predator to �ish due to lack
of awareness about their ecological role is another threat to the survival of freshwater turtles in
the riverine habitats of Pakistan. (Credits: APP,
Express Tribune)
The Fate of Fish Harbour Set up in Gadani
Hangs in Balance

August 05, Authorities have failed to decide the
fate of the country’s third �ish harbour established at Gadani, Lasbela, Balochistan, four years
ago to boost seafood export to European countries and the US.

The �ish harbor was developed in 2015 by a
private company, MK Pakistan, which purchased
172 acres of land at the rate of Rs350, 000 per
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acre from the Pakistan Tourism Development
Corpor¬ation (PTDC) in 2015. However, the legal
transfer of the land requires approval by the
prime minister which has not come yet.

According
to
MK Pakistan,
despite
the
demand
for
Pakistani
seafood products in the
international market, the country has only two
�ish processing plants to export seafood, while
India has 396, Oman 27, Iran 101 and Bangladesh
72 plants.
The private �irm is of the view that Pakistan is
under tremendous pressure for the supply of
quality �ish and �isheries products to international markets to sustain and boost its seafood
export. The conditions at the Karachi Fish Harbour and its facilities do not meet international
standards due to which Pakistan’s export to the
EU is limited to only two �ish processing plants.
The livelihood of over 40,000 �ishermen and their
families is linked with Gadani �ish harbor.

The country is missing a golden opportunity of
exporting seafood products to the European
Union and the US and by opening more �ish
harbors and with the available quantum of
seafood, the country can export �ish products
worth over $700 million annually against the
present export of $380m. (Credits: Dawn)
Pakistan Annually Saves Rs17Billion; in LNG
Toll Tariffs

August 5, Pakistan annually saves at least $147
Million on account of lique�ied natural gas (LNG)
tolling fee to a single terminal operator if compared with an average rate being charged on similar infrastructure in India.

Comparative
analysis
of
tolling
tariffs
being applied in
the world indicates that the
terminal’s tolling tariffs in Pakistan have been
one of the most competitive in the world by any
mean. (Credits: The News International)
In Karachi’s Poorest Fishing Communities,
Clean Water Is as Precious as Gold

August 9, A century-old �ishing village near a popular beach in Pakistan’s teeming port city of Karachi, clean water is “like gold” as a polluted sea
brings fatal diseases to the thousands of people
who depend on it for their livelihood.

The �ishing village, called Abdul Rehman Goth, is
one of 32 villages in Deh Lal Bakhar, where the
only reverse osmosis (RO) plant has been lying
derelict for a decade. Instead, in the rainy season,
water tankers bring in the area’s most precious
commodity from a local dam- water- which costs
poor villagers a small fortune at Rs. 1,200 ($7.5)
per 800 gallons. (Credits, Arab News)
CCoP Removes PNSC, PQA, and KPT from
Privatization List

August 9, The Cabinet Committee on Privatization (CCoP) has delisted Pakistan National Shipping Corporation, Port Qasim Authority and
Karachi Port Trust from the privatization
program due to the strategic importance and
pro�itability of these entities. On the request of
the Ministry of Maritime Affairs.
The privatization ministry gave a detailed presentation on the ‘Status of Overall Privatization’.
The committee was informed that the privatization process started in January 1991 and a total
of 172 transactions had been completed having
fetched a total of Rs649.3 billion for the national
04
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exchequer. The committee further advised the
Ministry of Privatization to hire �inancial advisors for at least 10 PSEs before the next CCoP
meeting. (Credits: The Nation)

Fishing Boat with 22 Onboard Capsizes In
Balochistan Coastal Waters
August 9, A �ishing boat carrying
at least 22 �ishermen onboard
capsized in the Arabian Sea off
Makran Coast of Balochistan.
According to reports, six �ishermen have survived while some
of the people drowned in the
incident have been identi�ied as
Mir Mohammad, Hashim, Manzoor, Haji Ameer Bux, Ashraf, Mir, and Qadir
Malhio. (Credits: Pakistan Today)
Govt. of Pakistan to Incentivize Pakistani Resident Ship-Owning Companies through Tax
Exemption

August 16, Government of Pakistan has approved
a tax incentive for new Pakistani resident
ship-owning companies in a bid to boost the
shipping sector. The tax exemption granted of
general sales tax and customs duty on import of
ships has been extended from 2020 to 2030.
According to the shipping policy, the new Pakistan resident ship owning companies would pay
tonnage tax of United States dollar ($) 0.75 per
gross register tonnage (GRT) annually for the
�irst �ive years of the shipping operations. No
federal taxes (direct and indirect) shall be levied
to the detriment of Pakistan Resident Ship
Owning companies during the exemption period.
(Credits: APP)
Port Qasim Handles 8Mn Tons Coal in Last
Financial Year
August 20, The Port Qasim has handled 8 million
tons of coal in the last �inancial year as compared

to 2.6 million tons in 2017-18, besides procuring
and commissioning two LNG compatible tugs of
75 tons bollard pull with maneuvering capability/ technology.
The Port Qasim has been enabled to handle
49.031 million tons of cargo in 2018-19 as compared to 45.615 million tons in 2017-18. The Port
Qasim has procured one new speedy pilot boat of
20 Knots speed. According to the report, the Port
Qasim has made a recovery of Rs 1.7 billion on
account of receivables from land allotted to
industries in the previous years. (Credits: Business Recorder)
NCMPR Collaborates with PNSC Library

August 21, NCMPR team headed by Director visited Pakistan National Shipping Corporation
(PNSC) library The PNSC library was found to be
well equipped with books of multiple disciplines
and technologically abreast with reputed and
recognized online subscriptions such as Lloyd’s
collection and Maritime laws Journals etc, being
a unique feature of this library.
The archive section had various reputed National
and International magazine which added value to
the collections of the library.

National Centre for maritime policy research
team carried out detailed discussions with the
PNSC library staff and agreed to further collaborations between NCMPR and PNSC library. As a
�irst step, PNSC library has agreed to give membership to NIMA researchers. (Credits:
NIMA-KHI)
Strategic Importance of Maritime Sector for
Pakistan & Role of Media discussed at IPRI

August 28, Director General National Institute of
Maritime Affairs Vice Admiral (R) Syed Khawar
Ali Shah HI (M) was invited as a Guest Speaker in
one day workshop on “Strategic Importance of
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Maritime Sector for Pakistan and the Role of
Media”. The workshop was organized by a think
tank “Islamabad Policy Research Institute” (IPRI)
Islamabad.

The formal proceedings of the focused talk series
started with the recitation of the Holy Quran. The
discussants of the workshop included DG NIMA,
Dr. Salma Malik, Assistant Professor Department
of Defence and Strategic Studies, Quaid-e-Azam
University and Dr. Zafar Nawaz Jaspal Professor
of International Relations from Department of
School of Politics and International Relations,
Quaid e Azam University Islamabad.

Ambassador Vice Admiral (R), Khan Hasham Bin
Saddique, (President IPRI) welcomed the audience and formally started the workshop proceedings with a brief introduction of the organization.
The workshop was attended by a large number of
media representatives from media houses,
students and faculty of mass communications
and, academia from local universities. (Credits:
NIMA-ISB)
Tax Exemption Laws for Gwadar Port, Free
Zone Approved

August 29, The government on Wednesday
approved several amendments to laws aimed to
provide exemptions from income tax, sales tax
and customs duties to the Gwadar port and free
zone until 2039, but could not decide how to give
legal cover to the decision. A meeting of the Economic Coordination Committee (ECC) of the Cab-

inet presided over by the Adviser to the Prime
Minister on Finance and Revenue, Dr. Abdul
Hafeez Shaikh, asked the law ministry to come up
with a legal way out, possibly a presidential ordinance or a bill. When the Federal Board of Revenue expressed its inability to issue a statutory
regulatory order on the matter.
Earlier this year MoMa moved a Summary seeking changes and amendments to seventeen clauses of the Income Tax Ordinance 2001, the Sales
tax. Acf, the federal exercise duty and Custom Act
in line with the concession agreement between
GPA and china oversees Ports Authority. (Credits:
DAWN)
Documentary to Stress Need for Mangroves
Protection Launched

August 31, In the year 1020 AD, Persian Muslim
polymath Abu Ali Sina, who is known as Avicenna
in the West, wrote a book on botany that changed
the science forever. A mangrove species, Avicenna marina, which is found along the coastline of
Pakistan, has been named after the polymath.
This was revealed on Thursday at the launch
ceremony of a documentary by The Dawood
Foundation (TDF) under the banner of TDF
Nature Series to highlight the importance of
conserving mangroves in Pakistan.

The documentary, the third under the TDF
Nature Series, is titled ‘Mangrove – Custodians of
the Coast’ and delves into the rich and unique
ecosystem of mangroves in the country, explaining their signi�icance as well as the challenges
being faced by them. It has been explained in the
documentary how the mangrove forests of Pakistan are dotted along its 1,000-kilometer coastline and act as a major source of ecological
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balance in the area. (Credits: The News)

Hospital Waste Wash Up on Karachi Beach

hazardous waste from industries �lows into the
Arabian Sea untreated. Research by WWF-Pakistan revealed that around 580 million gallons of
wastewater are discharged into the sea every day,
forcing the “marine life to either displace or
die.”(Credits: Gulf News Asia)
Sahil Foundation Provides Consultation to
600 Patients

September 4, Tons of hazardous medical waste,
syringes and blood vials have been washed up on
Sea View Beach (also known as Clifton Beach).
There are kilometers of medical waste including
hundreds of open needle syringes amongst other
things, that have come in from the ocean. The
beach is biohazardous and in a state of emergency and the waste needs to be dealt with by professionals.

The incident sparked concerns about government’s apathy towards improper medical waste
disposal into the sea. The total disregard for environmental regulations has led to the open dumping of hazardous and untreated municipal waste,
making our beaches heavily contaminated. The
city government should immediately clean the
beaches.
The absence of no proper and safe garbage
disposal system in Pakistan has now become a
serious health threat to both humans and wildlife
and Pakistan can learn from neighboring countries that are generating energy and biofuels out
of waste.

The city’s over 15 million residents generate
about 12,000 tons of waste every day, most of
which are not disposed of properly, ending up in
roads, drains, and coasts. The coastlines and
marine life face serious threats from industrial
and domestic pollution. More than 80 percent of

September 5, The Pakistan Navy in collaboration
with Sahil Foundation established a free medical
camp for the local population of Baba Island
heavily populated by the local �ishermen at the
Government KMC Girls and Boys Primary School.
The camp was set up to educate the people on the
prevention of diseases, child health, sanitation,
maternal health, and nutritional de�iciencies. A
team including surgical skin, child, medical
specialists, and a gynecologist provided a free
consultation to over 600 patients. (Credits: The
News)
Panacea for Karachi’s Water Woes?

September 9, Hub Power Company (Hubco), a
listed entity that contributes around 10 percent
electricity to the national grid, has promised its
shareholders that it will transform itself into the
country’s �irst independent ‘water’ and power
producer by 2025. In simple words, the company
with an asset base of Rs132 billion is going to
shift its focus to water provision in Karachi.

In a recent interview with Dawn, Hubco CEO
Khalid Mansoor said the company is working on
multiple projects that aim to end the severe
water crisis in Karachi — a city of over 20 million
people that receives hardly half the water it
needs to meet its industrial and household
requirements. Currently, the city’s sewage
(470MGD) and industrial waste (90MGD) are
being dumped into the sea largely without treatment.
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Hubco initially plans to set up a recycling plant
that will make 50MGD of household wastewater
�it for industrial consumption. But the plan will
work only if the Sindh government holds its end
of the bargain by ensuring that its wastewater
treatment plants, operated by the Karachi Water
and Sewerage Board (KWSB), stay up and
running.
The price of recycled water is expected to be
35-40 paisa per gallon whereas the commercial
rate of a sweet water tanker is Rs2 per gallon
treatment Plant 1 (TP1) is in the SITE industrial
area, TP2 is in Mehmoodabad, TP3 is in Mauripur
and TP4 will be set up in Korangi. Until recently,
none of the KWSB’s three water treatment plants,
each having the installed capacity of 50MGD,
were operational.

The country’s largest independent power
producer has four fully functional furnace
oil-based power plants with a total capacity of
1,200MW in Hub, Balochistan. These plants are
now lying idle because the federal electricity
purchasing authority has shifted the power mix
away from expensive furnace oil. (It makes little
difference to Hubco’s �inancial performance
because the company continues to receive ‘capacity payment’ from the government regardless of
its plants’ operational status.)

Mr. Mansoor has formally requested the power
ministry to let it convert two of these four power
plants to coal. All that the company will need to
invest in is a new boiler and coal-handling equipment. Thanks to a brand-new coal jetty built
especially for Hubco’s nearby 1,320MW
coal-based power plant inaugurated last month,
the company has access to coal supplies. The
seawater RO process is highly energy-intensive.
The cost of pulling water from the sea constitutes
20-25pc of the �inal price. Pumping water
through the membrane also requires a lot of electricity.

Mr. Mansoor wants to use cheap electricity
produced by the two coal-based power plants to
suck water from the sea, pass it through the
membrane and pump it to the Hub dam for
onwards supply to Karachi. The whole infrastructure of water intake and outfall already exists at
the site because the furnace oil-based plants
would use as much as 925MGD to cool machines
off as part of electricity generation. The going
rate for setting up a seawater RO plant is $5m per
MGD. Even if the existing infrastructure saves
one-�ifth of the cost, installing a 100MGD plant
will still cost about $400m. (Credits: DAWN)
Ministry Objects to New Charges for LNG Terminal Operators

September 9, Amid the federal cabinet decision to
incentivize future LNG terminals, the Port Qasim
Authority (PQA) will charge about $25 million
upfront charges each to �ive potential LNG terminal operators that may increase their re-gasi�ication tariff.
A meeting of the federal cabinet presided over by
Prime Minister Imran Khan a few days ago
approved a reform program for the oil and gas
sector as part of its ease of doing business initiative.

Subsequent to the cabinet decision, the PQA has
noti�ied guidelines for setting up of �loating and
offshore LNG terminals on the build, operate and
transfer basis that requires applicants to pay a
new concession fee of $10m, a performance bond
of $10m and minimum guarantees $3m as well as
a minimum royalty of $1.9 per ton. Also, the
terminal operator will be subject to pay $3m per
month of liquidity damages for delayed completion.

Interestingly, the government currently is
required to pay about half a million dollars per
day to exist terminals as processing fees even if it
does not offtake LNG.
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According to guidelines issued by the PQA, the
terminal concession will be for 30 years from the
date of the signing of the implementation agreement. The investor will conduct its studies to
determine the terminal operating parameters,
various capacities, unloading and supply rates,
etc.
Land allocation by the PQA will be subject to a
terminal developer submitting a mandatory
concession fee of $10m to Port Qasim, out of
which $2m within 60 days after issuance of
provisional letter of intent (LOI) by the PQA and
$8m on the signing of implementation agreement. In case of non-submission of $2m, the
provisional LOI stands revoked automatically. In
the case of non-issuance of the LOI by the PQA
due to any reason, $2m will be refunded.

The investor will also be responsible for the
dredging of the berthing basic including the
approach to the terminal jetty from the navigational channel. LNG terminal developer for the
LNG site must �irst agree to forego, revoke, cancel
any rights that it may have in respect of the QRA
and/or any respective site for which it possesses
any vested right from government regulators.
(Credits: Dawn)
Karachi-Gwadar-Gulf
Launched

Container

Line

issued by China Ocean Shipping Company
(COSCO), the new service rotation of Port Qasim
– Karachi – Gwadar – Jebel Ali – Sharjah – Abu
Dhabi – Jebel Ali – Port Qasim connects Gwadar
with global trading hubs of the regions. The
container line service of COSCO Shipping Line
remains an integral part of the China-Pakistan
Economic Corridor (CPEC) which connects
Afghanistan, the Central Asian states and western
China. “Since the initiation of KGS (Karachi-Gwadar-Gulf Service), Gawadar Port has been operationally connected with the world’s seaports,” the
statement read.

“Tax incentives for the investors of Gwadar Free
Zone have also been approved by the ECC (Economic Coordination Committee) during the last
meeting held in August 2019 at Islamabad”.
According to the press statement, Gwadar port is
targeting the large untapped market of coastal
trade between national seaports, Afghan Transit
Trade (ATT), regional transshipments and
exports and imports. “Trade of multiple commodities from Balochistan especially seafood, fruits,
vegetables, marble, minerals, and many other
locally available commodities are anticipated to
be highly bene�itted to uplift the local market of
Gwadar and its proximity,” the statement read. An
awareness campaign will also be launched to gain
the con�idence of the investors and stakeholders.
“The team of Gwadar terminal is continuously
exerting efforts to connect all the stakeholders to
reap up the mutual bene�its from this vital opportunity.” (Credits: Express Tribune)+
JMICC to Provide Training for Sea Ambulance
Service

September 14, The �irst container line service
between Karachi, Gwadar and the Gulf was
successfully initiated, increasing connectivity of
the Gwadar port. According to the statement

September 15, Joint Maritime Information &
Coordination Centre (JMICC) has agreed to train
volunteer’s staff of Edhi foundation (A Philanthropist organization). The Edhi staff/personnel
with the modern techniques would help in
running Marine Ambulance Service to rescue
people in sea and rivers with several boats and
09
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will aid in expansion and enhancement of their
marine rescue services. (Credits: JMICC)
Coordination Of Rescue Effort

September 23, MT BURGAN while enroute to Chittagong Bangladesh from Mina Abdullah, Kuwait
received a distress call due engine breakdown
from Iranian Fishing Vessel WAHIDI. The vessel
was stranded 210 NM South of Gwadar with 9 x
persons onboard and no ration. MT BURGAN and
MRCC Norway contacted JMICC for coordinating
the rescue of the said FV. Communication
between Master of MT and ORO JMICC was established immediately and necessary details were
exchanged. JMICC immediately approached its
local stakeholder, Pakistan Maritime Security
Agency for initiating rescue operation.

After coordination of rescue efforts, MRCC
Norway and MT BURGAN both were informed
that help is on its way in form of PMSS KASHMIR.
Later, PMSS KASHMIR rescued FV WAHIDI and
subsequently towed it near Pakistani Coast and
subsequently handed over to Iranian authorities.
JMICC played a pivotal role in establishing communication between MRCC Norway, MT BURGAN,
PMSA and PMSS KASHMIR. The prompt action on
part of JMICC was appreciated by all stakeholders, MRCC Norway and MT BURGAN which
resulted in saving 9 precious lives.
Maritime Tourism in Pakistan – Formulation
of Watersports Regulations by NIMA

September 27, With Pakistan’s coastline spanning

about a thousand kilometers, every inch of it
provides a sensational opportunity for tourism.
All the beaches along Pakistan’s coast have huge
prospects for development and conduct of a wide
variety of water sports: parasailing, scuba diving,
sur�ing, sailing, speed boating/water scooter
riding, sea kayaking etc. Karachi is Pakistan’s
largest city along the coastline and is currently
the hub of all water sports activities carried out
in Pakistan. Presently, majority of watersports
activities are carried out by private individuals
on ad-hoc basis without de�ined set of safety
standards. This is also largely due to the fact that
there has been no facilitation by the government
to provide any framework which sets guidelines
to be adhered by.
National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA) on
the direction Government of Pakistan has formulated the pioneering framework for regulating
the water sports activities in Pakistan. In order to
accomplish the task, NIMA undertook thorough
research, consulted various experts/ stakeholder
and visited potential tourism sites. Accordingly,
NIMA has presented the Watersports Regulations
to Ministry of Maritime Affairs in August 2019
which is �irst of its kind hoping to promote
sustainable coastal tourism and water sports
activities in Pakistan.
The Watersports Regulations aims to provide an
extensive framework for the administering water
sports in coastal areas of Pakistan. Water sports
are part and parcel of the Coastal Tourism sector;
unfortunately this sector has not received the
desired attention and as a result water sports
activities have gone unregulated without any
institutional oversight and laws. The proposed
watersports regulations would be helpful to
build up a sustainable coastal tourism sector and
water sports industry which would make Pakistan a favorable destination globally for coastal
tourism and water sports activities. (Credits:
NIMA-KHI)
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NCMPR Celebrates World Maritime Day 2019

sustainable development.

JMICC Operation Saves 19 Lives at Sea

26 September, National Centre for Maritime
Policy Research (NCMPR) the Karachi Chapter of
National Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA),
Islamabad organized a seminar to mark the celebrations of World Maritime Day 2019. The event
was held on 26th September 2019, at Maritime
Museum Karachi. The World Maritime Day is
celebrated every year to signify the contributions
of International Maritime Industry in global
economy and to bring attention on the importance of shipping safety, maritime security and
marine environment. The theme for this year’s
celebration was “Empowering Women in the
Maritime Community”. DG Maritime Affairs Mr.
Shakeel Ahmed Mangnejo graced the occasion as
the Chief Guest.
During the seminar
Cdre (R) Obaidullah
former
director
NCMPR
highlighted
the state of Maritime
Affairs in Pakistan
with particular focus
on the contemporary challenges faced by the
Maritime Industry in the country. Ms. Nasreen
Haque, former chairperson Karachi Port Trust
(KPT), emphasized the importance of empowering women and the challenges and opportunities
for women in the Maritime business. Dr. Nuzhat
Khan, DG NIO shared her journey of being the
�irst female oceanographer and her concerns for

Reportedly, a Pakistani �ishing boat Al-Razzaki
engaged in �ishing capsized near breakwater
Karachi in the morning of 3rd October. JMICC
immediately coordinated a rescue operation with
the help of PMSA and Coast Guards. The operation resulted in rescuing 19 precious lives out of
20 on-board. The boat was carrying a total crew
of 20 �ishermen. The rescue agency recovered the
dead body of the missing �ishermen the next day
(Credits: JMICC)
CPEC Authority Established Through Presidential Ordinance

08 October, President Arif Alvi on Monday promulgated an ordinance to provide for the establishment of the China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) Authority. The establishment of the CPEC
Authority aims to accelerate the pace of CPEC
related activities, �ind new drivers of growth,
unlock the potential of interlinked production
network and global value chains through regional and global connectivity. (Credits: Dawn News)
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UAE Maritime Week 2019 Kicks off amid
Global Praise for Dubai’s Leadership and
Rising In�luence in the Maritime Industry

22 September, The UAE Maritime Week 2019, the
pioneering regional maritime event, kicked off
today to provide a uni�ied platform for all stakeholders to discuss how to build an innovative and
knowledge- and technology-driven maritime
industry in the 21st century. High-pro�ile international maritime leaders and pioneers attended to
explore the rising opportunities in maritime
trade. The scheduled events are aimed at enhancing the sharing of international best practices
and experiences led by Dubai’s achievements in
its quest to become a major maritime hub for
global trade. Dubai has been ranked �irst in the
Middle East and �ifth globally in the list of the
best maritime centers in the world for 2019. The
emirate was also included in the top �ive global
centers in the International Shipping Center
Development Index. (Credits: MEFA)
Shippers Brace For Sharp Rise in Ocean Fuel
Costs as IMO 2020 Looms

September 5, Container shipping bunker adjustment factors (BAFs) will rocket later this year as
the deadline for the mandatory use of new
low-sulfur fuels across the global maritime �leet
draws closer. Scheduled to enter into force Jan. 1,
2020, the new International Maritime Organization (IMO) regulations will be a major boost to

the environmental performance of ocean freight.
However, the premium prices of low-sulfur fuels
are expected to drive up global supply chain
costs. Shipping organizations have raised
concerns about the scant availability of the new
fuels, which is expected to further push up prices.
Even so, the IMO has warned that compliance
with the regulations will be strictly monitored
“on and after Jan. 1, 2020.” (Credits: Freight
Waves)
Global Reefer Box Trade Outperforms Global
Container Sector

September 6, The growth in global refrigerated
container trade has outperformed the growth in
the global container trade worldwide, reports
Fresh Plaza of the Netherlands. The Japanese
owned Ocean Network Express (ONE) expects
the growth momentum to remain the same for
remaining months of the year as growing
demand for containerised reefer trade is aug12
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mented by expansion of middle class in Asia
demanding healthy food choices. ONE is expanding its reefer �leet of 240,000 TEU by adding
another 6,000 FEU high cube, including 500 units
equipped with controlled atmosphere technology. This technology slows down the respiration
and ripening process to maximise the shelf life of
fruit and vegetables (Credits: Schednet)

South Korean Shipbuilders Reign Supreme in
New Orders

Oman Shipping Company Welcomes New
Ultramax to its Fleet

September 9, Muscat-based Oman Shipping Company (OSC) held a ceremony for its newest dry
bulk carrier, the Jabal Shams. Built at China’s
Changhong International Shipyard, the 63,500
dwt vessel was of�icially handed over to OSC, a
member of the ASYAD Group.The Jabal Shams is
one of four Ultramax bulkers scheduled for delivery to the company in 2019, joining a �leet of over
50 world-class vessels including LNG carriers,
LPG carriers, VLCCs, tankers, VLOCs, dry cargo,
and container ships. The ceremony followed the
naming and delivery of Jabal Shams’ sister vessel,
the Jabal Almisht.

The delivery of the Jabal Shams and is part of OSC
Dry Cargo expansion program that will enhance
Qatar’s position in the global shipping markets.
The vessel will be operating under long-term
cargo contracts. (Credits: World Maritime News)

September 10, South Korean shipbuilders
remained on top of the global shipbuilding orders
list for the fourth straight month as local yards
clinched 70 percent of orders placed worldwide
in August. According to data published by the
South Korean Ministry of Trade, Industry and
Energy, the country’s shipbuilders received
orders totaling 735,000 compensated gross tons
(CGTs) in the past month. When it comes to the
�irst eight months of the year, China is ahead of
South Korea in terms of total CGT, having secured
5.02 million CGT of orders, compared to 4.64
million CGT secured by South Korea. However,
South Korea remained in front of China in terms
of the value of the orders. According to the Ministry, the value of the orders in the eight-month
period was USD 11.3 billion, compared to the
USD 10.9 billion secured by China. Worth noting
is the fact that 24 of the 27 LNG carriers ordered
from January to August will be built in South
Korea. (Credits: World Maritime News Staff)
The Global Banks Making Shipping Emissions
a Priority

September 10, Michael Parker, Citibank’s global
industry head of shipping and logistics believes
“banks will take environmental issues such as
emissions into consideration when making decisions on what to �inance or re�inance,” he
13
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explains. “This will in�luence owners who have
relied on relatively high leverage and the ability
to re�inance vessels well within their current
useful life.” It won’t be possible for shipping to
become carbon neutral if we don’t �ind a different
fuel or a different way to power assets. Major
players in the industry, such as A.P. Møller Mærsk, Euronav and Lloyd’s Register, are
involved currently to represent approximately
$100 billion in shipping investments, a �igure that
is around 20 per cent of the global shipping
�inance portfolio, so their in�luence should not be
underestimated. However, it is hoped that the
industry’s other major lenders and export credit
agencies, including a number of Asian banks, will
become signatories by the end of the year. (Credits: Raconteur)

population continues to expand, emerging countries continue to absorb shipping goods and raw
materials. Being the most fuel ef�icient and environmental friendly form of commercial transport, seaborne trade will continue to grow. Shipping is an in�inite game and the objective of the
players is to perpetuate the game, as we enter a
new era with higher environmental awareness, it
is a good entry point for investments and the
upside is there as long as ship-owners are patient
and avoid overreactions. (Credits: Hellenic Shipping
Evergreen Con�irms Order of Ten 23,000 TEU
Megaships

Growing Demand for Shipping Bodes Well for
Future, As Tonnage Supply is Kept at Moderate Levels

September 10, Shipping’s future prospects seem
to justify the current optimism which is also
re�lected in the freight rate market over the past
couple of months. The Intermodal weekly report
for shipbrokers stated that “market has its own
drivers. The recent recovery in the shipping
market in the second half of this year has buoyed
optimism amongst the people in the industry”.
According to Theodore Ntalakos, Intermodal’s
SnP Broker, “on the dry bulk ship supply side
(>20,000dwt), the world �leet has increased by
241 vessels year-on-year corresponding to a
growth of about 2.4%, while one year earlier it
was below 2%. Furthermore, in amidst of environmental regulations coming into force, with
water ballast management systems being retro�itted (or not), the bunkers already are transitioned to comply with the 2020 sulphur cap.
The tanker �leet (>25,000dwt) has increased by
about 3.5% led by MR tankers which increased
by about 70 vessels, VLCCs followed with 55
vessels, 37 Aframaxes and just 15 Suezmaxes. As

September 13, The board of Taiwanese shipping
line Evergreen has approved orders for ten
23,000 megaships at three shipyards in South
Korea and China. The company con�irmed the
orders in a series of stock �ilings this week. The
construction contracts will be split up among
three shipyards, including South Korea’s Samsung Heavy Industries, which will build six of the
ships, and Jiangnan Shipyard and Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding of China, which will build two
vessels each. Evergreen said the orders have a
total value of US$1.4 billion to $1.6 billion, or
approximately $140 million to $160 million per
vessel. With the orders, Evergreen is scrapping
its previously announced plan to charter up to
eleven new build vessels of 23,000 TEU capacity.
(Credits: Turkish Maritime)
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Changing Perceptions: The Suez Canal at 150
August 23, The Suez Canal celebrated its 150th
year in 2019. Earlier this summer the Suez Canal
Authority (SCA) joined Suez Canal Transit & Husbandry Agent, Consult Navigation, in London to
update invited representatives from the shipping
industry on the developments of one of the
world’s most important waterways.

Four years have passed since the new, expanded,
Suez Canal was opened. The US$8.6 billion
project, funded entirely by public subscription,
widened and deepened the existing waterway
and created a parallel 34-kilometre channel to
allow two-way transit along part of the route
from kilometer 51 to 122 of the 161-kilometre
waterway. The Canal Authority says the expansion has reduced navigation time from 18 to 11
hours and aimed to increase the number of ships
transiting the Canal by the year 2023 to 97 per
day.(Credits: International Shipping News, Port
News)

Marine Traf�ic AIS data. UNCTAD has developed a
new comprehensive table that features port calls
by country, the typical turnaround time as well as
the average size and age of ships. According to
the Marine Traf�ic data, containerships have the
lowest port turnaround times. In 2018, any given
ship spent a median of 23.5 hours (0.97 days) in
ports. However, in 2018, dry bulk carriers typically spent 2.05 days during a port call, while
container ships spent on average the least
amount of time (0.7 days). Performances ranged
between 0.23 days in the Faroe Islands and 6.5
days in the Maldives.

UNCTAD report suggests measures to help
improve port performance known as port call
optimization. Port call optimization is fundamentally about maximizing the ef�iciency of a vessel
port call in order to improve safety and reduce
costs. An important driver for the optimization of
port calls is that relevant data between ship and
port is shared in advance. This enables better
planning of berth occupation, availability of
equipment, labor resources, as well as stowage
planning and the subsequent distribution and
delivery arrangements for goods.(Credits:
Marine Traf�ic)
Sinanju Launches Singapore’s First Dual-Fuel
LNG Bunker Tanker

New UNCTAD Report Stresses the Importance
of Port Call Optimization

August 24, Ports matter to national economies
and shape a country’s competitiveness. UNCTAD
has long measured port ef�iciencies through its
Liner Shipping Connectivity Index (LSCI). This
has now been enhanced through the use of

September 5, Singapore-based Sinanju Tankers
has launched the country’s �irst lique�ied natural
gas (LNG)-powered conventional bunker tanker
Marine Vicky. The 7,990 DWT vessel has been
15
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built by Keppel Offshore and Marine (OM)
subsidiary Keppel Nantong Shipyard. The ship
will be deployed to supply marine fuels to
ocean-going ships within the limits of Singapore
port. The 103m-long and 19m-wide ship features
a 55m³ LNG tank and a fuel gas supply system
that helps to deliver LNG to the engine. The
tanker has been equipped with pipelines and
tanks to help carry multiple grades of marine fuel
cargo. The dual-fuel technology enables more
sustainable and economical operations with
more ef�icient fuel consumption, and underlines
our ability to consistently provide value-added
solutions. (Credits: Ship Technology)
China’s First Domestically Produced Polar
Expedition Cruise Ship Delivered

September 9, Of�icially named Greg Mortimer, the
�irst made-in-China polar expedition cruise ship
was delivered to Sunstone Ships Inc., the world's
leading provider of expedition vessels. After its
delivery in Haimen in east China's Jiangsu Province, the vessel is to be transferred to Aurora
Expeditions, an Australian operator that organizes Antarctic and Arctic cruises and other trips,
and will soon conduct a 12-day maiden voyage to
the Antarctic region. Manufactured by China Merchants Industry Holdings Co. Ltd., the ship has a
total tonnage capacity of 8,035 tons. It is 104.4
meters in length and 18.4 meters in width, with a
capacity to hold 254 people on board. The boat’s
construction started in March last year at the
company's Haimen base. The vessel combines
the functions of adventures and tourism, providing recreational activities for passengers like
maritime adventures and water sports. It meets
high safety standards under extreme weather
conditions and is designed to be able to return to
the nearest port in emergencies, said Zheng
Hehui, vice president of the company. (Credits:
People’s Daily)

Hamad Port Enters Guinness World Records

September 10, Hamad Port, Qatar’s gateway to
world trade, has added another accomplishment
to its list of achievements by entering the Guinness World Record for having the deepest arti�icial port basin created on land measures 17m. HE
the Minister of Transport and Communications,
Jassim Seif Ahmed al-Sulaiti received the Guinness World Records certi�icate from the organization’s representative, Swapnil Dangarikar, during
a special event held at the ministry. The port has
also won high commendation in the Coastal
Dredging Project of the Year category at the inaugural IHS DPC Innovation Awards for the deployment of unique systems in the construction and
excavation of the port basin. Hamad Port was also
classi�ied by the Lloyd's List Global Awards 2018
among the top eight international ports in the
�ield of innovation and among the top �ive ports
in terms of operations. In terms of operational
processes, Hamad Port managed to set new
records in August this year, celebrating two key
milestones; the handling of over 3mn TEUs and
7mn tonnes of general and bulk cargo since the
commencement of operation of the facility.
(Credits: Gulf Times)
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Philippines Maintains Spot on IMO White List

AUGUST 24, The Maritime Industry Authority
(Marina) con�irmed the Philippines has maintained its spot on the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) White List of countries compliant with the International Convention on
Standards of Training, Certi�ication and Watch
keeping for Seafarers (STCW) 1978, which
governs seafarers worldwide. White List is a
con�irmation of the country’s consistent efforts
in producing globally competent Filipino seafarers through the enhancement of maritime education, training, assessment and certi�ication
system. The Philippines was included in the
White List for the fourth time when it was last
released in 2011. (Credits: Manila Times)
Green Shipping is the New Gold

August 24, A sea change is in the making as the
global shipping industry strives to reduce its
impact on the environment with innovative solutions like battery-operated vessels, wind-powered ships and carbon-neutral shipping. As the
industry sets new environmental goals for itself
green shipping is emerging as the key trend
changer. Green shipping is about cleaner practices on the emission control, port management and
equipment lifecycles.

The International Maritime Organization (IMO)
has played a big role in pushing for green shipping. It has mandated that the emission of
sulphur content in fuel ships must come down
from 3.5% currently to 0.5% by 1 January 2020.
It has also set targets for the industry to cut down

Green House Gas (GHG) emissions by at least
50% by 2050 from 2008 levels and reduce the
sector’s average carbon intensity by at least 40%
until 2030, and 70% by 2050. Ships are now also
required to manage their ballast water according
to D-1 and D-2 standards which require them to
exchange and release at least 95% of ballast
water by volume far away from the coast and
restrict and limit the discharge of speci�ied
microbes harmful to human health and the
marine ecosystem. (Credits: Wärtsilä)
IMO Plans to Validate New Model Course on
Safe Handling and Transport of Solid Bulk
Cargoes

September
10,
The safety of
ships
carrying
bulk
cargoes
largely depends
on proper implementation of IMO
rules. A new IMO
Model Course on
Safe
Handling
and Transport of
Solid
Bulk
Cargoes
is
expected to be validated by IMO's Sub-Committee
on Carriage of Cargoes and Containers. The
course will focus on the mandatory measures for
handling and transport of solid bulk cargoes
outlined in the International Maritime Solid Bulk
Cargoes (IMSBC) Code, which is the industry
rulebook on how to deal with such cargoes. IMO
model courses are designed to facilitate access to
knowledge and skills. The course will cover all
solid bulk cargoes, including those which may
liquefy when moisture limits are reached and
cause instability of the ship. These cargoes
require that particular attention is paid to testing
and recording moisture limits before loading.
(Credits: Port News RU)
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Satellite-Based AIS will Boost India’s Coastal
Surveillance Mechanism, Maritime Security
August 25, The world’s �irst space-based automatic identi�ication system (AIS) to track merchant
ships on a real-time basis will be built and operated jointly by India and France, the French space
agency (Centre national d'études spatiales or the
National Centre for Space Studies — CNES). CNES
President Jean-Yves Le Gall and K Sivan, Chairman, Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO),
signed an agreement recently to start development and production of a constellation of satellites on which studies have been underway for
more than a year.

The pact between the two space agencies was
signed during Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
visit to France. The constellation carrying telecommunications (AIS), radar and optical
remote-sensing instruments will be capable of
monitoring ships in the Indian Ocean. The International Maritime Organization’s International
Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS)
requires AIS to be �itted aboard all ships of 300
gross tonnage and upwards engaged on international voyages, cargo ships of 500 gross tonnage
and upwards not engaged on international voyages and all passenger ships irrespective of the size.
The requirement took effect on December 31,
2004. AIS is designed to provide information
about a ship to other vessels and to coastal
authorities, automatically. (Credits: Business
Line)

IMB Update on Piracy and Armed Robbery in
West Africa

September 4, International Maritime Bureau
(IMB) has noticed a worrying trend of an increase
in acts of piracy and armed robbery occurring in
West Africa, in particular in the Gulf of Guinea.
International Maritime Bureau (IMB) reported
that globally, 78 incidents of piracy and armed
robbery against ships were reported compared to
107 for the same period in 2018. However,
although the number of reported incidents were
down globally, the Gulf of Guinea region accounted for 43% of the reported incidents, 73% of the
reported global kidnappings and 92% of the
reported global hostages taken. As such, the IMB
views the Gulf of Guinea as the highest risk area
for seafarers and urge shipowners and operators
to ‘remain vigilant and report all suspicious activity to regional response centres and the IMB.’
(Credits: The Standard Club)
U.N Body Creates Database to Crack Down on
Illicit North Korean Trade

September 7, The project comes as the international community still struggles to prevent North
Korea from engaging in ship-to-ship transfers of
petroleum products and other goods, a practice
banned by U.N. resolutions. Many of the dif�icul18
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nuclear deal with Tehran last year and imposed
sanctions. (Credits: Reuters)
ClassNK Establishes Cross-Sectional Cyber
Security Eam

ties have arisen from fraudulent registries. The
IMO's Legal Committee agreed in March that it
will cooperate with the U.N. Security Council to
create a comprehensive database of vessels that
have connections with countries facing international sanctions, including North Korea and Iran.
Database will show ships subject to U.N. sanctions, as part of efforts to crack down on illicit
North Korean trade, The database, containing
information on those ships, such as their names
and numbers to be given by the U.N. specialized
agency, will be used by its some 170 member
counties. (Credits: Kyodo News Plus)
Iran Seizes Ship with Filipino Crew for Alleged
Fuel Smuggling in Gulf

September 7, Iran’s coast guard has seized a
foreign tugboat suspected of smuggling fuel in the
Gulf and detained its 12 Filipino crew members,
state television reported on Saturday. It said the
tugboat was carrying nearly 284,000 liters of
diesel. The report did not say what national �lag
the vessel was �lying. Iran, which has some of the
world’s cheapest fuel due to heavy state subsidies, has been �ighting rampant fuel smuggling
overland to neighboring countries and by sea to
Gulf Arab states. It has frequently seized boats it
says are being used for smuggling fuel in the Gulf.
The incidents come at a time of tensions between
Iran and the West in the Gulf that have been rising
since the United States exited world powers’ 2015

September 9, Cyber security for ships is entering a
practical stage, including the Maritime Safety
Committee (MSC) resolution encouraging administrations to ensure that cyber risks are appropriately addressed in existing safety management
systems before the �irst annual veri�ication of the
company’s Document of Compliance after January 1, 2021. Leading classi�ication society
ClassNK has therefore established a cross-sectional cyber security project team made up of ship
and security experts of the Society in order to
accelerate its cyber security service in response
to the expanding needs of clients.

The establishing of this team will enable the Society to provide better and faster cyber security
services in response to the expanding needs of
clients including cyber security class notation for
ships, ship/company management system certi�ication and more. Earlier in February 2019,
ClassNK announced its “Cyber Security Approach”
which outlines the basic approach to ensuring
onboard cyber security for ships. It proposes
measures based on a balanced combination of
physical, technical, and organizational approaches, such as designing ships and onboard equipment with security by design, and constructing
management systems during service to mitigate
cyber risks in both information technology (IT)
and operation technology (OT). (Credits: Ship
Insight)
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Minister for Maritime Affairs, Mr. Ali Haider Zaidi
Q. Pakistan’s maritime sector has seen many ups and downs. In recent days, we have seen that
the government is trying to lay much focus on the maritime sector. What is your vision as Minister Maritime Affairs for Pakistan?
Basically, nobody in Pakistan had
even thought about the maritime
sector in the past. I will be honest
with you that, even when I took over
the maritime ministry, I also did-not
know kind of depth it has or the
impact it has it can create for the
economic growth and prosperity of
the country.
We have always
listened that politician have been
corrupt, or the Ministry of Maritime
Affairs (Port and Shipping) is very
politicized and corrupt and later on
it proved to be an “Open Secrete”. It
is top to down corrupt, and slowly
rooting down. But we have a clear
mandate and vision to make it an ef�icient ministry. We are focusing to eliminate corruption from the
top leadership and we believe that it will have a trickledown effect. But people have been used to a
particular working style that is, ease of doing business in that you pay to avoid right working channel
and you get through or by pass all laws. It has overall affected the working at Ministry of Maritime
Affairs. Anyways coming back to your question, honestly we were not expecting the situation to be
that much poor. When PTI’s Government came into power we learned about the situation, we started
doing comparative analysis of maritime sector with other regional and international states. How do
they run their maritime affairs? What kind of role and in�luence the ports have in their economy? We
studied the working model of those countries who are doing well. I realized that “it’s the ports that
run the city, and not the cities that run the ports”.
Q. Ports play an important role in progress of maritime sector in a country. If we see regionally
there is lot of competition among the ports. How can we ensure that our ports remain competitive in the region?

The signi�icance of ports is evident from the fact that every time when you turn on the TV or while
switching channels you look at news about economy of the country, they (TV channels) always show
an image of a port. So there is a subliminal message there but people don’t react to it. It is believed
that ships coming in and unloading containers at ports is the only maritime stuff. But that’s off course
is not true. When I started working as Minister, I started comparing the dynamics of our ports with
other modern ports of the world. We have two big ports at Karachi and then Gwadar coming up as the
third big port, off course its still developing, Karachi Port Trust is actually what is responsible of developing the city of Karachi. “Bandar Road was called, because it went to the Bandargah.” We have never
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been aware of the fact and we always thought, while growing up, that probably there were monkeys
(Bandar) on the road. Karachi used to be the trading hub in the region. It was the central trading
point from Sri Lanka till Iran to Afghanistan. Sadly, we could not carry on the legacy and we neither
develop the port nor used port’s ability to develop the city. Even all the people, whether civilian or
military, they could hardly had a vision to use ports as the catalyst to develop the city. They had their
own understating as well as motives. During the time period of President Musharraf, KPT was asked
to develop some bridges, roads or �lyovers; those good initiatives were done as Corporate Social
Responsibility (CSR) activity. But there was no vision that ports can actually develop cities, by using
their �inancially sustainable model, particularly for building infrastructure in the city. I often cite
example of New York Port Authority as model structure we should look at. There are a lot of similarities between two port cities. Both these cities are old, established in 18th Century, both have
witnessed mass migrations. Both cities were developed around ports where the trading was the main
activity for residents. But over the time, they developed themselves through innovation and by having
a maritime vision. But unfortunately we could not get rid of traditional mind set.
It is interesting to note that KMC has a seat/membership in KPT board but has never been represented by senior representatives. I have lately re-constituted the board and despite serious resistance, I
made sure that Mayor of the city should be made member of KPT board. The idea behind it though is
that at least KMC should know about the challenges ports are facing and issues related to development of infrastructure. In future, we are planning to also include DG KWandSB as KPT board member.
Because they need to take ownership of all the pollution that is being dumped in the Karachi harbour
without being treated.

So my vision for the maritime sector is to follow an all-inclusive strategy, increase co-ordination
amongst all stakeholders and enhance sense of ownership in all of them. Our aim is to amend the
wrong policies and address the issue of corruption as well. Ports, terminals, bus routes, everything is
interconnected. We have Port Qasim that is on the other side of the city, near to the Steel Mill, but I
must say the wrong policies and lack of vision led to shut down of the Steel Mill for the largest time,
which is closely related to shipbuilding industry in the country.
Q. Having respectable size of national �lag carriers is important strategically. In this regard, the
role of private sector is of extreme importance. What actions is the government taking to
increase our �leet size, particularly the private ownership?

Both our ports are making money and with the growing population they will continue to enjoy �inancial viability. We need to build on these ports. I have proposed to the Ministry and we are looking at
it from the legal perspective, that the two ports, Port Qasim and KPT will jointly form an another company. We will bring private enterprises. Basically we will form a separate company and both the ports
will invest in it. They will be asked to undertake infrastructure development projects. So there are
lots of things coming up just to help the city. We have very serious issue of port connectivity. We have
taken on board Ministry of Railway as well on the subject. Port Security Force (PSF) is also on my
agenda. Actually, I am against having one large force by one individual port. I want one port security
force as one regulatory body directly under the supervision of ministry for all the ports from Gwadar
to Karachi.
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We have introduced a new shipping policy you must have read about it in newspapers. We are encouraging private sector to invest in the shipping industry. We have incentivized them through our new
shipping policies. Under new policy, really some important incentives have been provided such as;
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Till 2030 if you buy ships you are exempted from all the custom duties, sales tax, and income
tax from income-generating from ships.
You have to register in Pakistan, �ly Pakistan �lag on ships, you can only charge freight in
Rupees, not in Dollars or any other currency.

In addition, you will get �irst birthing rights. All Pakistani �lag carriers will get �irst birthing
rights.
We have declared shipping as a strategic industry. So they can use this strategic sort of place
ment for �inancing at cheaper rates to buy ships.

We will enforce certain policies, that PNSC will import hydrocarbons and state own enterprises
will buy through FOB.
So these are things that will help in the �lourishment
of the economy, it will release pressure of foreign
currency as far as freight billing is concerned. And
these initiatives will be bene�icial for country’s
economy. Even Steel Mill will start working when
you come towards shipbuilding. But proper management is crucial in this regard.

Q. Engagements of a maritime nation with the International Maritime Organization (IMO) is
very important. In this respect, IMSAS is also due in March 2020. How are we preparing for the
said audit?
We are preparing for IMO Audit. The problem is that, I am facing challenges with regards to HR. Even
for an MP-1 scale, if you want to hire a candidate, nobody is willing to come because of the difference
in wages. There are many challenges which we are facing. We don’t even have permanent representative of Pakistan at IMO. I have sent a summary to PM of�ice for approval to station a permanent representative at IMO. We are voting member and can do lobbying in IMO. A lot of things that need attention
have been left, you can talk for the whole day about challenges in maritime sector, and since past one
year we are solely trying to �ill all those gaps while addressing challenges and hurdles.
Q. Pakistan is yet to sign and ratify many IMO conventions. What are your view on it?

First of all, I visited the Marine Mercantile Department (MMD) and shipping of�ice and observed them
to be at worst condition. Seafarer’s hostel is �illed with mice and pollution. In my view there is no
requirement of DG Ports and Shipping. It is an additional post all the independent bodies are reporting
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to DG, and he is reporting to the secretary, it is a structural fault. My recommendation is to remove DG
Port and Shipping post and departments like MMD and Shipping, should report directly to the ministry. I am working on to recruit an additional secretary with profound knowledge and abilities to
prepare policies and reforms for the maritime industry.
People don’t have the knowledge how to register and buy ships. I have to hold hands and invite all
stakeholders in this regard. I have directed Secretary Ports and Shipping to present me a brief on the
subject. I will study it and then eliminate the steps to turn it into an easy process. So that it will be
feasible for people to acquire ships. Seafarers these days are driving Uber, instead of ships. I am planning to covert marine academy into maritime university which will be open for all not only for marine
cadets. We will set up faculty of oceanography, blue economy, maritime studies, etc. I have recommended Ministry of Education to take account of it.
Q. Coastal tourism is very important part of the blue economy. Countries like Maldives, Sri
Lanka and Malaysia are contributing signi�icantly to their GDP through visitor friendly policies. In this regard, Pakistan also has a lot of potential, and present government has prioritize
tourism on their top-agenda. How do you foresee future of our coastal tourism?
Our biggest challenge right now is the pull between the Sindh Government and Federal Government.
There are many divisions of this problem such as roads are the responsibility of province, beach huts
are in possession of KPT. People have illegally seized many of those areas, in name of security, businesses or for private purposes. This has to be done collectively as a nation, and every stakeholder has
to contribute. Coastal tourism cannot run with the interruptions of local and federal government and
authorities. It should not be biased on parties basis and undue in�luence should be eliminated.

When I took beach cleaning initiative, I ask everyone to join me and come forward, break the mold of
parties, political af�iliations and discriminations etc. for the economic revival and improvement of the
city. Inception of tourism in Pakistan is a pipe dream, if you do not �ix Karachi, you cannot promote
coastal tourism. No inclusive power can put Pakistan in order if you do not secure the Karachi.
Landlocked countries such as Afghanistan are facing many issues just because they are lacking seas
and ocean front. While Pakistan is blessed to have 1005 km of coastline. We have sent proposal to
develop a National Coastal Development Authority. I have involved all the stakeholders in this mission, including the Government of Baluchistan. It is the spoilage of 70 years, I am �ighting against so
many issues at a time such as; IMO, Traf�ic issues at KPT, Shortage of LNG, HR and capacity development, etc. With due respect, either its civilians or military; both have been involved in corruption,
both are responsible for leading Pakistan and maritime sector into debt. The success and failures of
the nation is a collective responsibility. Due to lack of systems in place, everyone is free to do corruption in their respective areas.
Q. Marine pollution is major factor which is affecting mangroves and �ish stock in our waters.
What measures government is taking to address this issue?
Marine pollution in Karachi has affected �isheries. I therefore normally discourage people to eat Karachi �ish. People condemned me for hitting �ish purchase and exports by such statements but I cannot
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let anyone die by eating these �ish. The system needs to be �ixed immediately. It is often stated “disrupt
to innovate.” You cannot let the system run the way it was. Waste dumping and marine pollution have
disrupted the whole maritime ecosystem. After my initiatives and raising voices against these issues,
now Sindh government is also taking steps; otherwise it was not on their agenda. It was the way of life
and people have accepted to live in this way. I don’t understand why they are accepting the wrong.
As a Minister, I have to stop these things and incorporate systems through automation – I mean less
human interaction more automation - because machine can only lie when you make them lie, but then
you will be caught. My next step is to incorporate Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) Systems in KPT.
I have tasked National Information and Technology Board (NITB) that we want to digitalise our ports.
IFC Company has given us presentation on traf�ic management. I will be taking serious steps regarding
it. No truck will be allowed to enter without RF- ID and we will ensure to organize the traf�ic congestion and trucking, at the highly congested port area.
Q. Fishing is important segment of maritime sector. This sector is suffering from over exploitation, deep sea �ishing regulations lack of harmony between federal and provincial departments. How the government intends to develop inclusive policy to develop this sector?

After 18th amendment, �isheries have become a
provincial subject. Now up to 12 Nautical Miles is
provincial jurisdiction after that is under federal
administration. So the marine �ishery is still in our
possession, for this purpose we have created whole
new deep sea �ishing policy. As soon, as the PM
returns back, we will set a cabinet to approve our
policies. Capacity building of our countrymen is
very important they still believe in trawling they
did not understand the core importance of longline �ishing and �ish farming (Aquaculture).

All the enforcement related to marine �isheries and pollution is under PMSA whichis under Ministry
of Defence. This system is ridiculous. So we have created a committee for blue economy for the �irst
time in Pakistan’s maritime history. This committee will bene�it in this way that we have divided the
responsibilities for improvements of �isheries, coastal tourism and other maritime industries. We will
send detailed summary and recommendations on these areas to PM of�ice for approval.
Q. Shipbreaking activity at Gaddani has led to incidents of marine pollution and many accidents, is there any plan to bring the sector under MOMA?

The shipbreaking industry is a total disaster but is not in my hands. It is directly under the Balochistan
Government. I am not able to do anything as it’s not in my control. I have sent proposal to PM in this
regard. We need to look into the challenges arising out of 18th amendment; coordination amongst all
stakeholders is the in way out.
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Q. Pakistan was a big centre for Dhow trade and making. There has been decline in this sector
where cargo are Dhows are forced to register in Dubai and Comoros due to problems of our
ship register and port charges. Your views?
Yes, the dhows construction as well as trade on dhows is an important issue. The restructuring of
MMD will de�iantly help in dealing with policies relating to dhows and their registration issue.

Q. The nation has appreciated your cleaning campaign, Karachi Harbour also needs urgent
attention to improve its water quality. Your views on it
I will make sure all the concerned authorities will do their work. I will address solid waste �irst then I
will address the dirty and sewage water issue which results in dumping daily approximately 500
million gallons, of sewage waters.
Q. What is your working day like and what challenges you face in implementation of your strategy in a timely manner?

In life, there are no problems there are only challenges. If you look at an issue as a problem then you
are not going to solve it anyway. But if you consider any hurdle as a challenge then you are willing to
take it as a challenge and you won't give up. PM has taught us very good lesson that the “only he fails,
who accepts failure”. I have lost three elections and then �inally won in the fourth one. If I had accepted
my failure in �irst election then I would not be sitting over here as Minister. Currently, opponents and
guardian of the rotten system are trying to defame my ministry. I demand proofs and challenge the
slandering campaign to investigate it. So they have run away, they have nothing to say, but still the
campaign is going on. The thing which hurts me the most when my daughter called and said me that
baba they are saying you have done something wrong, is it so?
In 1990’s, when I was traveling to America with my father, I was around 20-22 years old. At the airport,
my father said to me that in my whole life I have never let you, your mom, your siblings, your grandparents, and your uncle aunties to eat pork as it is haram. So I would advise you that never ever eat or buy
anything haram; means do not earn a single penny of haram as it’s like you have eaten pork. I took the
same teachings for me up till now in my home and family. The main problem of people is that they are
unable to deal with pressure and crisis. Any little problem or �inancial crisis pressurizes them to take
short cuts and these shortcuts lead to corruption. The whole of the nation became a disaster because
leadership at tops positions were all corrupt. When all the people at top positions are corrupt, then
slowly it comes from up till down and eventually whole of the system becomes the victim of corruption. People have learned and accepted to live in this way even the low-level person is doing corruption at his ease, same goes for riches. I would like to give the example of my government car; my kids
and wife are not allowed to sit in the car without me. I prefer to use my own car for personal use. I am
of the opinion that if you can’t buy your own car, then buy motorcycle, but you should have your own
arrangements. This is not the way to take undue advantages of government facilities that is how you
walk with your head high.
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KARACHI SHIPYARD & ENGINEERING WORKS LTD - A BRIEF OVERVIEW
Pakistan is fortunate to have a shipyard solely due to visionary outlook of our father of the nation,
Quaid e Azam, who desired to see Pakistan’s future as a maritime nation. Therefore, project known as
Karachi Shipyard & Engineering Works Ltd. (KS&EW), was approved in a cabinet meeting, presided by
the �irst Prime Minister of Pakistan, Liaquat Ali Khan. The governments of Pakistan and Germany
provided the �inancing of the project under a loan agreement in 1952. Karachi Shipyard & Engineering
Works Limited (KS&EW) was established in 1957 as a project of Pakistan Industrial Development
Corporation. It is an Autonomous Body with a Board of Directors, headed by Chief of the Naval Staff,
working under Companies Act, 2017. KS&EW is an IMS certi�ied company from M/s Lloyds Register
UK.
SHIPBUILDING:

KS&EW is equipped to build all types of marine crafts, cargo vessels, container ships, oil tankers,
harbour tugs, pilot boats, hopper barges, dredgers, launches and bulk carriers up to 26,000 TDW. To
provide back-up support to defence industry, KS&EW has developed the capability of indigenous
construction of Patrol Boats, Gun Boats & Missile Boats size vessels. It has participated in the
construction of state of the art Agosta 90B Submarine in collaboration with France. Moreover, it has
delivered mega projects of F22P Frigate in 2013 and 17,000 Tons Fleet Tanker in 2018 to Pakistan
Navy in collaboration with M/s CSTC – China and M/s STM Turkey respectively, meeting the contractual timeline whilst maintaining international quality standards.
Till date, KS&EW has built and delivered 445 ships and marine crafts of various sizes to local as well
as foreign customers, which include large ocean going cargo ships, ocean going bulk carriers, tugs,
tankers, grab/cutter suction dredgers, buoy lifting vessels, research �ishing vessels, pilot boats,
passenger ferries and other boats, launches and barges, etc. With recently upgraded infrastructure,
KS&EW is now a state of the art yard which is able to compete with similar size yards in the international market. A large number of KS&EW workforce have also undergone training in China and Pakistan in modern and sophisticated shipbuilding techniques.
Shipbuilding projects completed during recent years

600 Tons Maritime Patrol Vessel for PMSA

Fast Attack Craft (Missile) No. 3

Landing Craft (Mechanized) for PN
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32 Tons Bollard Pull Tug for PN

State of the Art F 22P
Frigate for PN

12 TON BOLLARD PULL PUSHER TUGS

FIBRE REINFORCED POLYMER (FRP)
PATROL BOATS FOR KARACHI CUSTOMS

SHIP REPAIR:
KS&EW has a comprehensive setup to repair naval and commercial vessels. So far, over 5000 vessels
of national and international origin have been repaired. Pakistan Navy, Karachi Port Trust, Pakistan
Maritime Security Agency and Port Qasim Authority are regular customers of KS&EW for repairs of
their ships. Modest facilities exist in the KS&EW for undertaking all types of Above Water and Under
Water repairs of ships. There are two dry docks available for under water repairs, which have the
capacity to dock vessels up to 26,000 DWT. Further 02 quay walls 165 M & 500 M are available for
above water repair work

Ships are under repair at Dry Dock

Quay Wall

GENRAL ENGINEERING:
KS&EW can rightly be called “the �irst major heavy mechanical engineering industry of Pakistan”.
Although KS&EW is mainly designed for shipbuilding, its role in support of local industry and developmental engineering in the country is prominent. It has a long record of service to industry. Its engineering division undertakes construction of package type �ire-tube boilers of up to 600 HP - 250 PSI,
water tube boilers of up to 80 tons/ hour, pressure vessels, LPG tanks, heat exchangers, storage tanks
of all kinds, gates for dams, barrages, conveyors and elevators for chemical, petroleum and cement
Industries, complete sugar plants ranging from 4000 – 5000 TCD capacity, sugar mill machinery, all
types of cranes, steel structures and towers, caravans, overhead steel bridges and sewage treatment
plants etc.
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GE Div has been mobilized during recent years and re-established its links with the local industry. In
this regard, supply of complete Sugar Mill to Bandhi Sugar Mills, refurbishment of Jinnal International
Airport’s Passenger Boarding Bridges and construction and installation of 10 x Electric overhead
cranes for Pakistan Railway Locomotive shop at Lahore are the recent examples. A new Foundry has
also been established and started its operation in June 2014. GE Div, after decades, has executed 1st
export order of Sugar Mills Rollers to Philippines and exported 26 x Rollers & Allied products, efforts
are being made to secure more international business through M/s CSI. GE Div is also commence all
fabrication and installation of steel structures and peripheral accessories of Ship Lift & Transfer
System with project time lines of twenty (20) months precisely with imported steel. By the grace of
ALLAH KS&EW has also recently signed a contract with Sindh Irrigation Deptt Gove of Sindh for
replacement of 6 x gates of Sukkar Barrage with project timeline of 10 months.

Self Setting Roller Mill constructed for Sugar Industry

SHIP LIFT & TRANFER SYSTEM:
Most prominent upgradation of yard includes the planned installation of state of art Ship Lift and
Transfer System (SL&TS). The project for installation of Ship Lift and Transfer Systems would ensure
quick repair cycles. This addition will add the following principal characteristics to the project:
-

Lifting capacity of ships
Platforms dimensions
No. of parking stations

7781 tons
125 x 32 m
13

This project is being executed on fast track basis, and is expected to be completed by end 2020. Once
completed, the project has great potential to attract a vast range of local and international clients for
repairs and construction of warships, submarines and commercial vessels. It will also enable KS&EW
to construct and repair almost 95% of all types of vessels in Pakistan.
Conclusion

To conclude, KSEW has played a historical role in transferring of technologies and broadening the
industrial base of country. Extensive up gradation and modernization of Karachi Shipyard has
converted KSEW into a state of the art shipyard which is ready to undertake all shipbuilding / ship
repair requirements of maritime sector. Timely deliveries of projects to valued customers during the
recent past have increased the credibility of KSEW in the market.
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BALOCHISTAN: THE LAND OF UNTAPPED MARITIME TREASURE AND COASTAL BEAUTY
Ayman Razzaq Butt
Balochistan, undoubtedly blessed with mesmerizing serenity; starting from the fascinated formation of
mountains to the breath-taking islands and the extraordinary marine biodiversity. Lately, I had a chance to
visit the majestic province of Balochistan. Being a research tourist, I found this land full of tourism potential and opportunities to promote local culture and traditions. Coastal belt starting from Gadani, Ormara,
Pasni, Gwadar to Jiwani, the plains and deserts, islands and deep sea areas, all places own diverse �lora &
fauna. On the roadside, beautiful Makran coastal highway makes it much easier to connect whole Pakistan
to Balochistan and now the most remote parts of coastal belt are accessible. It is considered as one of the
richest provinces of Pakistan in terms of natural resources but still facing the problem of poverty, illiteracy,
and unemployment. Although, Balochistan is vast in term of the land but its population is scattered.
Furthermore, CPEC and development of Gwadar port is considered as window of opportunity for regional
maritime connectivity and a booster for economic and trade activities; as well as it will also expected to
provide an alternative land route to Central Asian and the Middle Eastern States.

Balochistan has 700 km of coastline which comprises beautiful virgin beaches. The major hurdle in its
development is lack of maritime awareness and lack of vision to look towards the sea. Tourism in its true
sense in Balochistan not only comprises of sightseeing but it is also bestowed with highly rich marine life.
Fishing is the primary source of the livelihood for the population living along the coast. The area also has
the potential to be promoted for religious tourism for Hindu community. On the shores of Makran Coast,
Hangol National Park is one of the most nature rich and preserved site of country. Despite having highly
rich marine life and beautiful sights, the role of marine and coastal tourism is not re�lected in economy. It
is believed that apart from �ishing, water sports activities like Jet skiing, Snorkelling, water boating, and
sur�ing will do the needful for the betterment of coastal communities. If we are fully able to harness its
potential in these sectors, it would play a vital role in the economic development of Balochistan, but especially for overall Pakistan. The area is also rich with regards to history and cultural rituals. Two most
important but so far neglected areas i.e. trade and tourism need much more attention and they can act as
a catalyst in the development of Balochistan. It can change the whole scenario of Balochistan by indulging
the locals into the small business and helping them to promote their heritage as tourist products. There is
a dire need is just to develop the capacity building and create awareness amongst the locals about the
potential economic opportunities. Federal and provincial government with the involvement of local stakeholders should try to open these avenues for the people of Balochistan, but with the hope, not to let harm
the pristine beauty of coastal areas.
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MARITIME EDUCATION, A QUANTUM LEAP BY BAHRIA UNIVERSITY
Fizza Yousuf
"And these examples We present to the people, but none will understand them except those of knowledge." (29:43) - Beholding, analyzing and seeking out bene�it from the excellent and resourceful
formations of Almighty, the task so digni�ied, assigned to the creations even more digni�ied. This enigmatic, multi-layered universe hides in itself the enormous, gigantic bundles of treasures, awaiting to
be unleashed by the insightful mankind. This and many other verses of the Holy Book call on man to
re�lect and ponder the earth, the mountains, the dawn, the sunset, the oceans; the wonders so clear
yet so vague. Oceans, in particular, are the lifeblood of planet Earth. Nearly three-quarter of our planet
is covered by oceans that hold 97% of the planet's water. Ocean based businesses including sea food
trade, trade of medicinal products coming from oceans, coastal tourism and marine transportation
contribute $500 billion to the world's economy. About half of the world's population lives within the
coastal zone and Pakistanis too, own this privilege.

Pakistan's territory stretches from the long beaches in Balochistan & Sindh on the coastline with the
Arabian Sea. The intrinsic richness of Pakistan's territory is also marked by a location that is of vital
geo-strategic importance. The natural harbors and sea-ports of this god-gifted area are unrivalled.
Gawadar project, which strategic analysts name "a pearl in the Pakistani waters" is one of the mega
projects in the history of Pakistan and China Pakistan Economic Corridor (CPEC) is expected to boost
up economic development and will open ways for business and job opportunities, it will help Pakistan
improve the infrastructure, the energy requirements, work force development and economic progress
through maritime sector.
The problem, however, is not of scarcity of resources. Pakistan has vast blue economic potentials in
terms of ship-building industries, seaports, �isheries and marine tourism spots, but the trained brains
to plan how to use these resources productively and optimally are very few. What we terribly lack is
the awareness of our extensive maritime resources among public. There is a need, at once dire and
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impelling to develop skilled and trained man power to rightly avail the countless opportunities paving
their way to Pakistan in the not-so-far future.

Although there already are a few institutions functioning actively in Pakistan to provide knowledge, to
offer students the platforms to ponder and decipher the unleashed reservoirs of nature, to produce
experts in the maritime industry such as Karachi University, Pakistan Maritime Academy, Institute of
Chartered Shipping and Management in Pakistan, Lasbella University, etc. The efforts of these institutes in developing leaders for this discipline are undeniable. Amongst them, Bahria University
emerged as Pakistan’s �irst maritime degree-granting institute. In 2008, National Centre for Maritime
Policy Research (NCMPR) being the �irst maritime research centre of Bahria University had initiated
the idea to push the boundaries of maritime education beyond marine subjects by providing quality
training abs degree program with focused approach on management, logistics and entrepreneurship.
Later, due to enhancing scope of the subjects, the maritime education was transferred to Bahria
University for ensuring excellence. Ambit of NCMPR has also been extended by developing National
Institute of Maritime Affairs (NIMA) at Islamabad and combining PN History Cell and Maritime
Museum part of it.

Coming back to Maritime education, keeping in view the need of industry, current programmes at
Bahria include BS-Maritime Business & Management, MS-Maritime Trade & Logistics, MS-Maritime
Ports & Shipping, apart from that LLM-International Maritime Laws will be offered very soon. These
programs give students the opportunity to undertake a wide mix of subjects involving the �ields of
management, logistics & marine sciences. Bahria University offers an unparalleled student experience
and attractive scholarship programs for students who are excited to investigate the biggest local as
well as global maritime related issues and exploit the innumerable sea treasures effectively. Online
certi�icate courses, led by foreign teachers are in pipeline to help students master essential maritime
concepts. The �ield of maritime studies is an umbrella covering a variety of sub-�ields, so the alumni of
maritime department will be diversely prepared to adjust in various platforms after graduating. The
graduates will be prepared for coastal management or professional corporate careers in shipping
industry, �isheries, cruise industry and ecotourism. They will also be suitably and rightly eligible to
become maritime researchers and social scientists, or simply joining the area of academia if not interested in heavy �ields. This resourceful sector of Pakistan is �illed to the brim with extensive economic
and employment opportunities and Bahria University is making every effort to let the future leaders
avail them in the rightest of ways.
National Institute of Maritime Affairs
(NIMA), held one day seminar on “Potential of Maritime Tourism Development in
Pakistan” at Pakistan Maritime Museum,
Karachi. The seminar was �irst ever on
the maritime tourism, aimed to create
awareness by bringing together maritime stakeholders, academia and experts
from industry
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WOMEN IN THE GLOBAL MARITIME INDUSTRY
Zaeem Hassan Mehmood
The �irst programme to promote the advancement of women in the maritime industry was developed
by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) in 1988. It was called “Strategy on the Integration
of Women in the Maritime Sector” (IWMS) and its main goal was to increase the presence of women in
the workforce of developing countries through education, training and knowledge transfer. The IMO
Strategy was accompanied by several initiatives implemented throughout different regions of the
world during the 1990’s which were aimed at creating awareness of the situation faced by maritime
women in their careers. The number of female alumni graduating from WMU and IMLI began to
increase, and consequently these women began to take up positions as managers, administrators,
policy advisers and educators in the maritime �ield worldwide. In the year 2000, the UN adopted the
Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) which were aimed at encouraging development by improving
social and economic conditions in the world’s poorest countries. Among them, MDG3, was adopted,
resulting in many specialized agencies of the UN introducing changes within their programmes to
comply with this goal. In 2003, the IMO started a process to establish regional support networks for
women around the world. As a result, six regional associations for women were created, covering the
regions of Africa, Asia, Latin America and the Paci�ic Islands.
The �irst phase of IMO’s Programme for the IWMS concluded in 2013. But this was not the conclusion
of IMO’s efforts. Instead, this marked the beginning of a new programme that could be described as a
merger between the MDG3 and IMO’s response towards strengthening the role of women in the maritime sector. During that same year, IMO released a �ilm entitled “Women at the Helm”, thereby showcasing IMO’s efforts towards promoting a positive change for women in shipping, while highlighting
�irst-hand experiences of women who have succeeded in the industry. IMO then announced its plan to
develop a “Global Strategy for Women Seafarers” in order to continue to improve the diversity of
seafarers.
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Maritime Women Global Leadership (MWGL) 2014 dropped an anchor in the effort to strengthen
women as maritime leaders. This �igurative dropping of the anchor has initiated a multiplier effect, in
that the impact of the conference has already made waves around the globe. The successes and challenges of women in the maritime sector are presented in a way that emphasizes the signi�icant role of
women leaders, and focuses on how organizations can improve their support in this area. The
perspective was orchestrated from the key themes of policy, education, leadership and sustainability,
but also from the private and public sector. Through these methods positively impacted the global
maritime industry to make the achievement of a sustainable maritime transportation system but the
greatest asset notably was the seafaring people – men and women alike.
The involvement of females is growing, albeit slowly. A large increase in the participation of women
was seen in the last decades in the cruise industry. In the mid-1980s, only 5 % of personnel on board
cruise ships were female, whereas at the beginning of this century, this has grown to 18–20 %. Only
0.5 % females were reported to be in the technical maritime professions. A study undertaken by World
Maritime University (WMU), the females in the cruising industry are more generally accepted by their
male colleagues than in other maritime sectors. This is probably due to the fact that they are still
involved in more female-oriented work. The stereotypical characterisation remains to this day. There
is also a large difference between males and females in the amount of time they want to spend on
board. Most females state that after a few years, they want to seek on-shore jobs and start a family. As,
combining family and work is easier in an onshore job. That is probably the reason why the amount of
women in onshore maritime jobs, such as port services, naval architecture, and national maritime
affairs, is higher. So, the females themselves help to preserve the cultural differences between the genders. In another study by the United Nations University, the effect of the technology advancement on
women’s employment in the area of science and technology states that new technologies made the
work less physically demanding, so more made it suitable for women to work. Furthermore, the information and communication technologies have also allowed to make it possible, to work away from the
actual location of your work.

The IMO has adopted empowering women as its theme for World Maritime Day 2019; the ILO held
global sector meeting discussing opportunities for women seafarers at the end of February; and the
European Union has a dedicated platform for change to promote equal opportunities in the transport
sector. But interestingly, Susan Cloggie-Holden, a chief of�icer and a female champion for the Royal
Fleet Auxiliary (RFA), involved in the formulation of the new Women in Maritime Charter at UK sums
up all these efforts as, “It’s a hidden industry and still seen as a man’s world. We will start to see little
wins quickly, but big changes will take up to 15 years.”
NCMPR organized a Seminar to mark the celebrations of World Maritime Day 2019. The
event was held on 26th September 2019, at
Maritime Museum Karachi. DG Maritime
Affairs Mr. Shakeel Ahmed Mangnejo graced
the occasion as the Chief Guest.
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SHIPPING SAVINGS: HOW TO SAVE MONEY ON FREIGHT COSTS
Hellenic Shipping
Shipping happens to be one of the issues entrepreneurs struggle the most with. Due to the dynamics
that go behind shipping charges, you might �ind yourself punching above your weight �inancially. Due
to the many existing variations of loads and commodities, many freight companies offer different solutions with respect to shipping practices. Some companies solely use air, sea, truck or rail while some
companies offer services for all four. The �irst and the most important thing that needs to be understood is the delivery objectives.

Compare Freight Costs across Shipping Companies
There are hundreds of shipping companies that can help solve your logistics concerns. The trick is to
�ind the most convenient company at the lowest price. Most freight companies have shipping rate
calculators embedded onto their websites. All you need to do is key in the location you are shipping
from, the destination, and the dimensional size and weight of what you are sending. The calculator
will then proceed to offer you with a close estimate �igure that you will pay to send your package. Once
you have selected a suitable freight company, get in touch with them and inform them that you are
looking for a freight quote. With this information in hand, you are better poised to make an informed
decision on what freight company you will choose to work with.
Analyze Shipping Routes: Understanding shipping routes is absolutely fundamental in saving on
freight costs. Track and record all data for your shipments such as carrier, origin and destination,
and mode of transportation so that you can have a clear understanding of how convenient your
shipping process is.

Make sure that you also analyze all factors that play a part in deciding the shipping costs. Track how
much you spend on shipping over a certain amount of time. Don’t forget to track the weight of what
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you import or export as well as the time convenience of all your orders. This data will not only provide
you with the necessary insight into whether you need to scout for a new logistics company but save
you both your time and money.

Establish a Good Partnership With a Reliable Shipping Company: Once you’ve found a freight
company suitable to work with, it is crucial to establish a working relationship with your freight company. Putting a stop to every business relationship you establish with a logistics company year in and
year out is not the most ef�icient of strategies. It’s almost the same as speed dating only with freight
companies. The bene�it of working with one company is that a long-term relationship can help you get
better rates and services. The company will understand you as a client and how to satisfy your needs
better.
Learn the Art of Negotiation: Whether conscious of it or not, every day you �ind yourself in a situation where you have to negotiate for resources. As an entrepreneur, negotiation skills are important in
operating a successful business. When negotiating shipping rates, try and point out that future
constant business with the freight company is possibly dependent on the rates they give you the �irst
time. Exercise respect, calm, rationality, and patience so that your business interests are well taken
care of at all times.
Gather You’re Orders: Rather than sending and receiving multiple packages every now and then, it
is wise to consolidate all your orders into one large shipment when it is possible. Assembling all shipments into one can help save your business a lot of money in freight costs. Be sure to evaluate the locations where you frequently have your orders delivered. If you’re sending numerous deliveries to the
same locations, it is wise to send them all at once as a convenient method to save time and money. For
example, the more products you load onto an ocean container, the less you pay for each of those products. Ocean carriers charge the cost of delivery per container between two points. Pay for one full
container and leverage on the space you have onboard by �illing it with packages. The same practice
goes with your purchases. Try and consolidate your in-deliveries into one large order instead of
having them frequently delivered in small quantities over a certain period of time. Making a large
order might even prompt your supplier to cover your freight costs through free shipping.

Freight Costs May Be Cheaper Than You Think: Saving money on freight costs is very easy. You just
need to take the time to understand the expectations of your customers, know your options, track
each shipment, and make sure that your selected logistics company knows your goods. You will �ind
your business saving money on costs that would have otherwise been transferred to your customer
thus leaving you and your customers happier.
Gwadar Fish Harbor is located next to Jumbel
Koh in Balochistān, Pakistan. The province
accounts for two-thirds of Pakistan’s coastline, it
contributes merely one-third to the country’s
marine �ish production
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Mangroves plantation; an initiative to a
sustainable environment
I am a student of environment studies at the
University of Karachi and an absolute pro-environment person. Recently I came across the news
of Mangrove plantation and preservation, I would
like to appreciate and applaud the Pakistan Navy
and IUCN for this initiative. Plantation of over
four million mangroves along the coastal belt of
Sindh and Balochistan for sustainable environment will offer promising habitat and breeding
ground for marine life, including crab, shrimp,
�ish mollusk species, plants, and other organisms.
The mangroves are also known to be effective in
fending-off the adverse effects of coastal hazards
spurred by climate change. Keeping this in
perspective, I would like to urge all the stakeholders, the government departments, industrial
community and individuals to join hands and
strive together to improve the overall health of
Oceans. In line with the Government’s initiative
of “Clean and Green Pakistan” mangrove plantation campaigns can contribute for the bene�it of
marine ecology and our coastal communities.
Sharqa Ahmed
Student at University of Karachi

km, is facing severe coastal pollution due to combination of industrial, port, municipal, and transportation activities in the area. The growing
pollution level at beach is not only leading
towards the harmful environment and health
issues, but we will also face economic loses. The
greatest pollution occurs from residents of Karachi city. Disposal of untreated sewage and
garbage from the city often remained uncontrolled. While the offenders are often �ined by
port authorities and government agencies, but
this has not been an effective deterrent to stop
such activity.
The main problem is the lack of awareness.
Citizens and civil society should be aware of the
devastating consequences of the pollution on the
coast and its impact on the marine environment
and maritime economy of our country.

I hope through this platform my concern for the
coastal pollution and its grave implications
would reach the relevant authorities. Hopefully,
they will take notice of these prevailing issues
and direct the people in the position to ful�ill
their responsibilities.
S.M.Faheem
A concerned citizen

Increase in Pollution at Karachi Coast

Maritime Education in Pakistan

I would like to draw the attention of the general
public and authorities concerned about a permanent matter of our city that is coastal pollution in
Karachi.

I would like to congratulate the �irst batch of
Pakistani Students on leading the First Model
International Maritime Organization Session at
Dalian University. This university is also known
as the ‘cradle of navigators’ due to its service to
maritime education. It is recognized by the International Maritime Organization (IMO) and is
reputed as the most famous maritime university
in the world.

Karachi is considered as the business capital of
Pakistan and all major industries are established
here. People from almost all ethnicities can be
found here due to multiple opportunities it
presents. Being of such importance the problem
of waste management and pollution seems to be
at rise constantly.

The Karachi coastline, which stretches over 135

I would like to bring the attention of students
seeking degrees in the maritime sector in Pakistan that Bahria University has started various
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relevant Bachelor’s and Master’s degree
programs that can be pursued by your students.
It will be the right way forward for people
passionate to acquire knowledge about the
modalities of operations, trade, and ports in
detail.

By virtue of Pakistan’s strategic position, the
potential of growth in maritime sector under
CPEC and development of Gwadar port are vivid.
Therefore, students that acquire degrees in these
disciplines can exploit the emerging opportunities. Lastly, I would further like to request our
education ministry and HEC to develop more
programs on maritime education, with highest
education standards.

Asma Ahmed
Student Adviser (BUKC)

Views of Pakistan Seamen’s Union
As a Seafarers’ Organisation of Pakistan, we are
very glad to read the context of the circular/ noti�ication about launch of a high quality maritime
publication. I congratulate the NCMPR and NIMA
for such kind of efforts among others in the maritime sector of Pakistan. I am sure though these
efforts, our voices related to issues that the
seafarers community is facing, can also be
reached to the relevant maritime authorities
including the concerned ministries GOP.
Adam Panjri
General Secretary, Pakistan Seamen’s Union

A delegation headed by Director NCMPR, Commodore (R) Ali Abbas SI (M) visited Korangi Fish
Harbour Authority (KoFHA) where they were briefed about the challenges and opportunities in
the �isheries sector.
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All Pakistan Shippers Association (APSA)
7th Floor, Of�ice No. 712, Business Center,
Mumtaz Hassan Road, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-32417933 Ext: 308-372
E-mail: apsa@mrgc.com.pk

Bahria Foundation
6th Floor, Bahria Complex-II, M.T Khan Road,
Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35610242-3, +92-21-35610749
E-mail: info@bahriafoundation.com

COSCO Shipping Lines Pakistan (Pvt) Ltd
Of�ice No, 801 to 808, 8th �loor, Plot No. 10, Block
4, Clifton Diamond Building, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35270800
Email: cs.pakistan@coscon.com

Government Shipping Of�ice
KPT Building No. KV-17, Adjacent to Masjid-e-Rehmat, M.A Jinnah Road, Keamari, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-9263021
E-mail: contact@shippingof�ice.gov.pk
Hydrography Department Pakistan Navy
11 Liaquat Barracks, Naval Headquarters
75300 Karachi
Contact: +92-21-48506151, +92-21-9201 623
E-mail: hydropk@paknavy.gov.pk
Joint Maritime Information Coordination
Centre (JMICC)
PNS Qasim, Manora
Contact: +92-335-8107739
+92-021-99232195
+921-021-48505275

Karachi Port Trust
KPT Head Of�ice Building, Eduljee Dishaw Road,
Karachi-74000
Contact: +92-21-99214346

Pakistan Maritime Security Agency (PMSA)
HQs PMSA, Plot No 34-A, Dockyard Road, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99214624, +92-21-48508851
Emergency Toll Free Number: 1331
Email: hqmsa@cyber.net.pk
mrccpmsa@cyber.net.pk

Mercantile Marine Department (MMD)
Ministry for Maritime Affairs, 70/4, Timber Hard,
N.M. Reclamation, Keamari, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99263014-17
E-mail: info@mercantilemarine.gov.pk
Pakistan Coast Guards (PCG)
Headquarter Pakistan Coast Guards, 59 Depot
Lines, Kiyani Shaheed Road; Karachi
Contact: +92-21-99215251-4
Pakistan International Freight Forwarders
Association (PIFFA)
257-C, Block 6, P.E.C.H.S, Karachi-75400
Contact: +92-21-34322671-3
Email: piffa@piffapk.com
Pakistan Marine Academy
Hawksbay Road, Maripur, Karachi – 75780
Pakistan, Contact: +92-21-99241201-5
E-mail: info@marineacademy.edu.pk

Pakistan National Shipping Corporation
PNSC Building, M.T Khan Road, P.O Box No 5350,
Karachi-74000
Contact: +92-21-99203980 – 99
Email: communication@pnsc.com.pk
Port Qasim Authority
Bin Qasim, Karachi-75020, Pakistan
Contact: +92-21-99272111- 30 &
92-21-34730101- 3 Email: secretary@pqa.ov.pk

International Union for Conservation of
Nature (IUCN)
Bath Island Rd, Bath Island, Karachi, Karachi City,
Sindh 75600
Contact: +92-21-35861540
Fisherfolk Forum
Near Moraro Hall, Opposite TCF School, Punjabi
Mohallah, Ibrahim Hyderi, Karachi
Contact: +92-21-35091212- 13
Email: info@pff.org.pk, pakistan�isherfolk@hotmail.com
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Seaforth World Naval Review – 2020 ISBN:
9781526760623
Now moving into its second decade, The Seaforth
World Naval Review 2020 provides an affordable
yet authoritative summary of global naval developments over the past twelve months. Regional
surveys of �leet evolution and procurement by
editor Conrad Waters are supplemented by
in-depth articles from a range of subject experts
focusing on signi�icant new warships, technological advances and speci�ic navies.

Features in this edition include in-depth coverage
of Technological subjects include assessments of
recent developments including subjects of
submarine technology and naval aviation. The
in-depth �leet reviews look at strategy of various
countries and analyse how they are responding
to the increased threat.

Now �irmly established as providing the only
annual naval overview of its type, The Seaforth
World Naval Review is essential reading for
anyone – whether enthusiast or professional –
interested in contemporary maritime affairs. The
Naval Review for year 2020 will be published
under the banner of Seafourth publication in
October 2019. The Publication is edited by
Conrad Waters, it has 192 pages will be available
in hard binding.

ICS Guidelines on the Application of the ILO
MLC, 3rd Edition 2019
More than �ive years have passed since the entry
into force of the ILO Maritime Labour Convention
(MLC), which is now strictly enforced on a global
basis and subject to Port State Control inspection.
This ICS publication is the comprehensive and
de�initive guide to the MLC. The revised third
edition – which is accompanied by an electronic
version with a ‘search’ function and additional
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useful material – addresses the wide range of
MLC provisions including seafarers’ contractual
arrangements, manning agencies, working hours,
health and safety, crew accommodation, catering
standards and seafarers’ welfare. It also covers
the very latest MLC amendments and ILO guidance adopted since 2013 with respect inter alia
to �inancial security and repatriation to prevent
abandonment, changes to employment agreements to address piracy, training of ship’s cooks,
implementation of occupational health and
safety provisions, and measures to prevent
harassment and bullying. Therefore, published
under the banner of International Chamber of
Shipping, it is a strongly recommended book
carried on board at every merchant ship and
should be read for comprehensive understating
of MLC.
IMDG Code Supplement to Amendment 39-18,
Edition 2019-20

The International Maritime Dangerous Goods
Code relates to the safe carriage of dangerous
goods by sea, but does not include all details of
procedures for packing of dangerous goods or
actions to take in the event of an emergency or
accident involving personnel who handle goods
at sea. These aspects are covered by the IMDG
2018 Edition in detailed. The publication is
considered to be a handy guide for understating
and practicing the IMDG Code.
The Supplement also includes texts of the
Medical First Aid Guide, descriptions of the
reporting procedures for incidents involving
dangerous goods, harmful substances and/or
marine
pollutants,
the
IMO/ILO/UNECE
Guidelines for packing of cargo transport units,
the International Code for the Safe Carriage of
Packaged Irradiated Nuclear Fuel, Plutonium and
High-Level Radioactive Wastes on board Ships
and other appropriate Assembly resolutions,
resolutions and circulars of the Maritime Safety
Committee and circulars of the Facilitation
Committee and of the Sub-Committee on
Dangerous Goods, Solid Cargoes and Containers.
Therefore, it’s a must have for maritime
professionals.
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Activity at Karachi Port
Date

Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes Total

3-Sep-19
4-Sep-19
5-Sep-19
6-Sep-19
12-Sep-19
13-Sep-19
14-Sep-19
17-Sep-19
18-Sep-19
19-Sep-19
20-Sep-19
21-Sep-19
24-Sep-19
25-Sep-19
26-Sep-19
27-Sep-19
28-Sep-19
Total

2,500,000

161,221
45,221
139,863
90,879
81,123
125,692
124,531
89,488
71,586
99,735
73,641
100,812
95,033
39,198
78,596
104,085
126,420
1,094,678

71,105
21,343
57,936
25,670
31,973
27,186
82,162
81,810
30,451
37,453
20,486
29,746
31,887
38,140
63,595
65,869
77,580
664,928

232,326
66,931
197,799
116,549
113,096
152,878
206,693
171,298
102,037
137,188
94,127
130,558
126,920
77,338
142,191
169,954
204,000
2,104,632

Activity at Port Karachi

2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
500,000

Import in Tonnes
Export in Tonnes
Total

0
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Activity at Port Qasim
Date

Import in Tonnes Export in Tonnes Total

3-Sep-19
4-Sep-19
5-Sep-19
6-Sep-19
7-Sep-19
12-Sep-19
13-Sep-19
14-Sep-19
17-Sep-19
18-Sep-19
19-Sep-19
20-Sep-19
21-Sep-19
24-Sep-19
25-Sep-19
26-Sep-19
27-Sep-19
28-Sep-19
Total
3,000,000

103,110
44,906
205,923
148,771
140,127
144,937
127,713
151,135
137,882
133,345
144,180
88,858
110,258
142,566
82,751
97,122
144,284
120,689
2,268,557

37,751
37,630
10,310
46,964
24,644
10,203
48,000
25,968
36,708
20,430
47,350
58,161
30,934
23,769
11,970
5,225
30,047
31,198
478,328

140,861
82,536
216,233
195,735
164,771
155,140
175,713
177,103
174,590
153,775
37,453
147,019
141,192
166,335
94,721
102,347
174,760
151,887
2,652,171

Activity at Port Qasim

2,500,000
2,000,000
1,500,000
1,000,000

Import in Tonnes
Export in Tonnes
Total

500,000
0
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An Overview of Pakistan’s Fishing Sector
Ali Abbas (Fisheries Desk)
Pakistan with a coastline of about 1000 km, with
Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of 200 NM and an
extended Continental Shelf of 350 NM possesses a
large �ishing area with enormous potential. However,
this potential in terms of its contribution to national
economy is far less than what it should be. We
contribute less than 0.3 percent to world export
market, which has a total volume of 55 Billion US
Dollars. The �ish potential was estimated at 1 Million
tonnes/year from the commercially important
marine subsector.

While considerable amount of �ishing takes place in
our waters but we only export about 10 percent of the
annual catch. Most of the population of the coastal
areas of Sindh and Baluchistan depends on �isheries
for their livelihood. Locally, the �ishery industry
provides employment to about 300,000 �ishermen
directly and another 400,000 people are employed in
the ancillary industry. There are several �ishing
harbours (both smaller and bigger) along the coast.
Notable of these are Karachi, Korangi, Ibrahim Hydri,
Gaddani, Pasni, Ormara, Damb, Pushukan, Gwadar
and Jiwani. In total there are 65 �ish processing plants
of which 37 are located at Karachi whereas 28 are
located along Baluchistan coast. Karachi Fisheries
harbour is operated by the Sindh government while
the Korangi �ish harbour is managed by the federal
government. Karachi handles about 90% of �ish and
sea food catch in Pakistan and 95% of �ish and sea
food exports. Likewise Pasni �ish harbour is operated
by Baluchistan government and Gwadar �ish harbour
is managed by Federal Ministry of Communications.
There are about 24,600 registered �ishing boats in
Pakistan which mostly operate closer to the coast as
well as farther areas depending upon weather conditions during different times of the year. Their �ishing
trips may last as long as 3 to 4 weeks. The total �ish
production from inland and marine waters is approximately 600,000 tons. A substantial quantity of �ish is
consumed locally while the rest is exported. In addition small pelagics and by catch of trawl �ishing is
being used for production of �ish meal. On the exports
side �ish and �ishery products are processed and
exported to over 50 countries. These include EU

countries, Japan, USA, China, Saudi Arabia, UAE,
Malaysia, South Korea, Hong Kong, Sri Lanka and
Singapore, etc. Fisheries sector of Pakistan also faces
many problems mostly related to environmental
issues, pollution, congestion, storage capacity, unhygienic practices and use of illegal nets which increase
the unwanted by catch of smaller �ish and juveniles
etc. Moreover the marine aquaculture is non-existent
however fresh water aquaculture is fairly developed.

In Pakistan, the �ishing industry is managed by Fisheries Development Commissioner (FDC) under ministry of food, Agriculture and Livestock (MFAL) of the
Federal Government. FDC is responsible for policy
planning and coordination with provincial �isheries
departments and other national and international
agencies such as Asia Paci�ic Fishery Commission. The
marine subsector is overlooked by Marine Fisheries
Department (MFD). The formal education base exclusively focussing �ishing sector is lacking however
some universities notably Karachi University and the
Bahria University do undertake research and education in some relevant areas. Additionally Pakistan
Agricultural Research Council (PARC) is also engaged
in the research of the industry. In order to comply
with EC Regulations and to control the quality of
seafood, Government of Pakistan promulgated Pakistan Fish Inspection and Quality Control Act, 1997
and Rules, 1998 thereunder. Additionally Export
Promotion Bureau of Pakistan also extends support to
the �isheries department with respect to import of
equipment, quality control, developmental work,
cleaning of boxes and auction halls etc.
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Deceasing Trend Toward Trade Through Dhows
Sajjad Ahmed Khrbey (Dhow Trade Desk)
Approximately 85% of international trade occurs via
maritime transport by using either ocean transport,
seaways or inland waterways, the role of maritime
transport is considered to be crucial in international
trades. These maritime trades are undertaken
through large, medium and small ships and boats/dhows. While talking about the maritime trade in the
Indian Ocean, the role of traditional wooden dhows
(Cargo Boats) cannot be overemphasized. These
dhows sail throughout the year and especially are
used with smaller secondary ports/anchorages. They
have become a vital link with for trade with poorer
and war torn countries like Somalia and Yemen.
In Pakistan, Dhows have been engaged in cargo transportation since historic times. The trade through
dhows is operated by Trading Agents. These Trading
Agents work on 3% of the freight value of the entire
cargo as their commission. At present only three
Trading Agents are engaged in the business of dhows,
whereas there were more than 20 companies operating in the past. Most companies have left the business
due to the deceasing trend of trade. One of the dhow
shipping agents stated that only 80 to 100 Dhows
from different countries come to Pakistan annually
for trading, whereas, it was about 800 plus in the past
(about 10 years back).
At present, not a single Pakistani Dhow is engaged in
trading. All the Dhows engaged in the transportation
of goods from/ to Pakistan are not registered in Pakistan. They are mostly registered in Iran, UAE, Comoros, Togo, India etc. Registration in Pakistan was
stopped in 2003 by the MMD department as quoted
by one of the Trading Agents. Besides, there are so
many other challenges to this very important
economic activity.

Commodities which are being imported to Pakistan
through the Dhows include machinery, motor vehicles
(reconditioned), electronic equipment/gadgetries
animals, general items and personal baggage from
UAE, Muscat, Kuwait and Somalia. Limited export is
being undertaken through Dhows and includes rice,
�lour, fruits etc to, Somalia, Yemen, Iran, UAE and
entire Gulf Countries. Previously, animals were also

exported but now a ban has been imposed on animals’
import and export.

Napier Mole Jetty (Ghas Bandar) is dedicated at KPT
(Karachi Port Trust) for the Embarkation/Disembarkation of cargo. Only 4 to 6 Dhows can be accommodated on this jetty depending on the size of the boats.
The remaining can be adjusted alongside the boats.
All cargo on the Dhows is manually handled by shore
labourers. The cargo of these boats generally carries
smaller packages which can be manually loaded and
discharged. The labourers at the dock physically carry
the goods up and down the boat. For the heavier packages either the Dhow’s winch or shore cranes are
used to do the job.
Following areas need special attention to promote/increase the growth of this informal but important
segment of maritime economy.
a.

b.

c.

d.

The government needs to encourage the
private sector by giving them some incentives
to start ferry services and recreational facili
ties through Dhows.

The government also needs to provide incen
tives to the exporters to trade through dhows
in the region as due to less cost their exports
will be more competitive.

Port charges are considerably on the higher
side and needs to be reduced from the current
rates.

The Water Supply is not available at the jetty.
Dhow agents arrange water bowsers and
ration from outside. They pay additional
wharfage to the Port Authorities for taking
these water bowsers and ration trucks to the
Port area, which makes the water and ration
expensive. The Port Authority is required to
arrange the water supply through pipe lines it
is being provided to the bigger ships
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Blue Economy; Maritime Development
Sustainable Growth
Naghmana Zafar (Blue Economy Desk)

For

Maritime sector is the world’s leading sector for creation of jobs; besides being one of the most effective
economic development driver. Global consciousness
of unprecedented environmental challenges and pressures of growing population has diverted the attention
of littorals from �inite land resources to the opportunities offer by oceans and seas. Gunter’s idea of sustainable development though oceans and seas as an effective tool against emerging challenges of global development has been popularised as Blue economy.
Oceans offer food, energy, water, minerals, trade,
recreation and tourism opportunities; what else is
required. International organizations like World Bank,
UN, IMO, WWF are also emphasising on idea of building on sustainable maritime cluster to tap vast potentials of oceans. According to 2017 World Bank
estimates, global economy accounts for US$ 24 trillion
and out of which share of oceanic economic activities
is US$ 1.5 trillion per annum.

The concept of blue growth has become an advancing
agenda lately in Pakistan. Custodians of maritime
domain; whether its naval leadership or Ministry of
Maritime Affairs, are earnest towards promoting blue
economy for sustainable national development in the
country. Pakistan has been blessed with a unique delta
as well as clear sandy beaches. The Arabian Sea is
known as third largest marine resource rich area but
we could nerve ef�iciently exploit its potential. Maritime sector has many things to offer. Estimated 21
million people live along the coast and broadly �ishing,
ports and shipping, ship breaking, extraction of salt,
boatbuilding and coastal recreation are some sectors
which bene�it local community directly. The coastal
area has potential to generate economic dividends
though eco-tourism, aqua or mari-culture, extraction
of mineral and sea vegetation, oceanic energy, display
and preservation of native culture and archaeological
sites though developing maritime museums, ferry and

cruise services. The resources also include endless
renewable energy reserves in form of wind and solar
energy and others.

Recently Minister of Maritime Affairs has undertaken
some meaningful meetings with representatives from
Ministry of Railways, Defence, Defence Production,
Petroleum and Food Security and relevant defence
forces. It was the very �irst step by MoMA towards
developing inter-ministerial cooperation though a
dedicated Committee on Blue Economy. Although, a
number of issues with regards to shipping, seafarers,
green port and waste management are currently
under spotlight, but in order to tap real advantage
from the maritime resources, Pakistan needs to focus
on devising all inclusive maritime strategy and
promote co-ordination at all levels. There are other
sectors/areas in maritime domain which are equally
important and can contribute signi�icantly towards
blue growth drive, just to name a few; shipbreaking,
marine �isheries, maritime education, training and
research, boat building etc. In order to apply blue
economy approach in true letter and spirit, it is critical
to bring all tiers of maritime sector together at one
forum. Furthermore, overlapping issues between
provinces and federal bodies; particularly in areas of
�isheries, maritime tourism and implementation of
environmental laws may be addressed through
enhanced understanding and cooperation. At regional
level, collaboration with neighbouring littorals to
mitigate cross border maritime issues such as; illegal
activities at sea, challenges of climate change and
preservation of marine environment is also important.
Ef�icient utilisation of marine resources through use of
modern technology, maritime research and innovative
economic approach can yield huge bene�its from seas
towards which Allah Subhan-o-taala has directed us
as, “And it is He who subjected the sea for you to eat
from it tender meat and to extract from it ornaments
which you wear. And you see the ships plowing
through it, and [He subjected it] that you may seek of
His bounty; and perhaps you will be grateful.” (Translation al Quran 16:14). As a matter of fact with
increase in population, our dependence would gradually be increased on sea resources than those of the
land. And maritime sector is the most sustainable
window of opportunity for Pakistan to overcome
emerging economic challenges through blue growth.
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UPCOMING MARITIME EVENTS

Asia Logistics and Maritime Conference
Date 19-20 November 2019 (Tuesday – Wednesday)
Venue: Hong Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre 1 Expo Drive, Wan Chai, Hong Kong
Organisers: Government of Hong Kong , Special Administrative Region
Asia Logistics and Maritime Conference is planned to be held in November to deliberate
the theme “Connect and Innovate: Navigating Challenging Time.” More than 2000 participants from 34 counties and having patronage of 70+ speakers and 110 exhibitors it is
expected to be one of the largest maritime show of Asian Region. For details please visit,
http://www.hktdc.com/ncs/almc2019/en/main/index.html

Pakistan Travel Mart (PTM) Expo
Date 08-10 Oct 2019 (Tuesday – Wednesday)
Venue: Karachi Expo Center, University Rd Karachi
Organisers: Landmark Communications, Khayabaan-e-lttehad, DHA, Karachi

Pakistan Travel Mart (PTM) is a travel and tourism expo that connects all stakeholders
of mobility in Pakistan including travel, tourism and hospitality. PTM is a platform to
promote inbound, outbound and domestic travel in Pakistan and explore prospects in
Pakistani market including the aspects of coastal and marine tourism. PTM shall integrate all segments of mobility to create synergies hence generating business and creating value for its participants. For details please visit: https://landmarkcommunications.com.pk/

Queen Victoria had planned to visit the
coastal town of Jiwani to watch the
"sunset". A hut was built in her honour,
known as Victoria Hut which survives to
this day. The establishment is presently
maintained by Pakistan Coast Guards
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MANORA LIGHTHOUSE

Manora lighthouse was inaugurated on April 1, 1889 and its light is visible
from 20 nautical miles. Hyper-radiant Fresnel lens is used to generate the
light reaching this distance. The original lighthouse at the same place was
erected in 1851 which was replaced by much taller lighthouse in 1891 with
increased traf�ic reaching Karachi port. This lighthouse was constructed at
cost Rs. 106, 047/- has 133 steps stair case with diameter base of 91 feet.
The old lantern of the lighthouse was replaced by a powerful bulb (500
Watt) in the 1990s. The lighthouse is maintained by Karachi Port Trust
(KPT).
Source: KPT/Webistte

www.bahria.edu.pk/ncmpr

